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BCONOIAICS OF PERSONAL AIRPLAÌ

I,

Two fairly recent

urvey

privato plane ownership.

These

OPERATION

INTRODUCTION

have been made on the subject of

surrs

are the

CroeUCo11ier

Research Report ou "Tomorrow's Custouers for Aviation0 (I), and a
survey made by Ir.
tratlon (2 ) .

J.}T.

Geizze of the

Ci1I Aronautic

Admxiis-

Each survey appears quite cotp),ete and unbiased.

The Growell-Collier survey reveals that ten percent of the

Anerican people

Ttho

are qiaIified to learn flying, are planning to

buy an airplane within the next ten years.

Mi additional eight per-

cent of the people desire to own an airplane or helicopter.
considerec

Vlhen

on the basis of thconie brackets, forty percent in the

$5000 per year salary range are planning to buy an airplane.
the other hand, the Geisee

i

snvey indicates that one'third of ali

airplane Owners continued ownerahip for one year or

another twenty-two percent continued for two years.

1es,

and that

The nean period

of ownership for ali owners is indicated as less than four years.
Fifty percent of the former owners cive financial difficulty as the
reason for discontinuing.

This may be interpreted as meaning that

the expense of ownership was greater than anticipated.
It can be

concliod from the results of these surveys that

there will be an incroasing number of ex-plane owners.

As indicated

in the surveys, a large proportion of these ex-plane ovners 'will be
individuals

±io

of an airplane.

were not informed concerning the cost of operation

The 3ituation that exists seems inexcusable to one familiar

with costs and accounting, but unfortunately the average person ha$
little knowledge of the8e.

The average person who

1ahes to buy an

afrì1ane sends avay for descriptive literature or contacts one of the

many dealers.

Lf the potential customer indicates that he

inforriation

the cost of oper tion, ho will be answered in one of

on

several wars.

ely

ioro

In the first case, the company or dealer

any

quetona

ould like

iU

complet-

on this subject and will try to direct the

conversation into such lines as performance, appearance, maneuverabilitr, et cetera,

In the second case, the buyer will be told

that the airplane costs rerhaps

2.00 per hour to fly.-

very

reasonable amozìt when he considers that he may fly 100 miles in an
hour.

It

seldoni added that

the cost of fuel

and.

of the total cost.

.00

hour £iure represents

oil only, which is a comparatively minor part
In the

third case,

the corpany dll profess ig-

norance as to the cost of operation and state that the plane is too

new to have produced reliable cost infornat1on.

The fourth case is

that of the few conscientious comDanies that have made a definite

effort to supply their customers nith cost data.

Unfortunately such

data are seldom good for sales and are quite often unreliable.

A

customer confronted by the problem existing in the first three cases

will refer to the purchase price of the airplane and base the
financial part of his decision on that.

This is an undesirable

procedure.
The customer may be misled not only on the subject of airplane

cost of operation, but on other possible points.

The average person

3

less know1ede of whìt constltute5

has Lar
ha$

of the qulit1os doirah1e

1n a

or many othor costly items. 1hen

a good

airplane than

ho

car, refrigerator, house, boat,

biing

an aIrplane he thinks In

terms of top-epeed, high horsepower, naxiim»n ceilIng and many other

characterjst.cs that apea importent
but

plane.

e

when

described by the dealer,

not reliable Indications of the serviceability of the

It i

air-

to he noted that each of these itenis, rhen high in

value, wiU result in a high cost of operation. This is a fact not

often suspected by the customer.
Many

articles

have been

ation hut these concern but

written

one

on

the cost of airplane oper-

particular type of airplane, or

involve so many assi»ned constants that the reader

may

find their use

quite restricted. In addition to the above disadvantages, the
reader ay be confronted by a long and comlicated formula, the
understanding of which would require a reasonable 1mowlede of aigebra.

3ince

the average person

mathematical formula
may compute

it

fails to ìderstand algebra

is desirable to devise

and any

a method by which ho

the cost of airplane operation with the ninìrnmi arnoimt of

effort. It is also desirable to present the method In such a
nanner that he may apply such values as his local fuel and oil costs,
hangar rental, Insurance cost, et cetera.
It is the purpose of this thesis to discuss all factors that
mental

enter into the cost

of operation and ownersh Ip of an afrplane and to

present a set of cost charts that will enable the average person to

ostinate the cost of operation of

a personal

will also

desirable and undesirable points to

be gIven on the various

airplane.

A

discussion

ri

look for when purchasing

ari

airplane.

ßpeciflcaUy noted, discussion will be

fi.

llxuited to the per2onal plane.

a including afrplanes that have a

This might be described

0®O

cost of approx1znatel

At ail thies, except vthen

ami a

naax1rnna

eat1ng capacity

iaxmmi
oi'

four or

This limitation is neeessary as the majority of pilots, as

iMiidualt or

in

money

as small groupa, can invest only a limited amount of

aviation, whether it is for pleasure or business purposes.

Organizations capable of purchasïng larger

lies

generafly

ire

familiar with aviation and its costs, and therefore need not be
ConBide1ed.

II.

FACTORS DETRb1INING ThE BUYER'S CHOICE 0F AN AIRPlANE

Before discussing the factors involved in the operational costs

of aircraft, it seems advisable to consider the present.'day aircraft
market.

It also seefl S advisable to investigate the factors pertaining
:

met

to the

airplane choice.

requireientc and the factors that determino their
This investigation will be limited to those cone

sumer requirements involving airplanes of the private or personal

class that are suitable for pleasure and huiness fl1ng.
of the various types of pianes that are ncrw airailble or are

expected to be available in the near future, there are

on the basis

of performance and price range, five general cate::ories (3).
1.

The

conntiona

relatively lowpovered, easy..to4ly post.

war models of prewar, twc.a.plaee lightplanes of the
type.

These include the Piper Cub, Taylorera.ft,

and Aeronca.

CUb

Silvae,

5

2.

The

simplified, two-control types such a the Ercoupe anI

Siçyfarer.

3.

The

"pilot's airplane,

Swift.

such as the Ctiver V, and the Globe

These are high performance, low-wing,

medii-

iced airplanes of the type generally rreferred by oxperienced

hots

who

desire speed and performance not

obtainable in the airplanes of the
4.

The

ec..uin-prbeed

such as the

foir-pIace family

tinon

first

two

classes.

and cross-country type,

Voyager and the 3ellanca

Cruisair

Senhor.
5.

The

higher-priced, specialized types, such s the

Widgeon, !3eechcraft,

Grurnvan

aco, and others of high performance,

long-'ange, and large passenger capacity (four place or
over).
TILe

urospectivo plane purchaser generally

selection to planos in the

first

vill

limit

his

three categories unless he is in

the upper income bracket, or is an experienced pilot with many hours
In his log book.
The

choice of a new airplane is a

especially true for inexperienced pilots

that
'

may

difficult
who

tter.

This

is

tend to emphasize factors

actually be the least significant frora the standpoint of

practical judgi'ent. For example, the beginner is often impressed with
the to1) speed listings for certain iakes of planes, not realizing that

i1ot fly with full throttle in

in very few circwastances should

a

level flight. Rate and anglo of

climb,

baggage space, and

flight

characteristics are far uore important than top speed. For the average

ri

person, the first consideration In buying an airplane should be the

cost of operation.

discued

This will be

The individual's

fully in a later section.

perona1 requirenents are of great importance.

If the pilot is a beginner

lie

will be viser to buy a plane of the

ype listed in the first or second category,
.

ably well.

Ie then

wiU

arid

learn to fly reason'.

be in a position to decide ithich plane o1 a

more practical type ho wishes to fly.

If he Is a traveling salesman

and has a large territory, he probaly will

nt a fast airplane.

If he has a family and intends to fly mainly Lor pleasure, a slower

ahip

1th a fairly large seating capacity

is a fariner and wants to

high speed

OLI

ue

a

be the answer.

If he

air1ane to land almost anywhere,

the airplane might be a

that lands slowly,
easily.

his

raay

detrimt.

distance,

I

will went a ship
can fly

A ship with a retractable landing gear, for ixtstance, may

give him a lot of trouble if he operates a good deal out of sandy or
m.-ìdy fields.

if 1Miutrial uses, such as crop duating, aerial photo-

raphy, et cetera, are contenplated, his choice will be determined by

specific factors dependent on the intended me.
William D. Strohmeier has listed in an article (3)

soiie

of the

important considerations to think of when planning to purchase an
airplane
1.

These are:
Angle of climb and take-off and landing characteristics.
Those are important, especially if the plane is to be used
in a

2.

sraU rough

field.

Perforance characteristics.

These should be considered under

both full and light-load conditions.

7
Cruising 3peed.

It is advisable to obtain a Lair ground

speed check on the demonstration iodel rather than to rely

On ita airspeed Indicator.
4.

Visibility.

Vi*ibility from many planes is obstructed by

'd.nge 0Z engines.
.

Comfort.

Roominess and lack of noise and vibration are

important factors to anyone desiring to fly on long cross-

country trips.
6.

Baggage and extra

eqnint

allowance.

is baggage space is not sufficient.

gas, and

or
7.

AiU

equient

The fact that there

Some planee with

ThU

pessenger load have no allowance for baggage

without exceeding their legal gross weight.
An airplane with poor flight

Flight characteristics.

characteristics can cause extreme pilot fatigue on long
flights.

The purchaser Will find ït advisable to consult

several other pilots concerning the flight characteristics

of the airplane under consideration.
8.

Coat.

CoeLparative coats o2 various typea of planes should

b. weighted thoroughly in respect to method of construction,
quality of workmanship and standard equiçcient offered.
9.

Type of construction,

AU

airplanes offered for sale are

certificated as being airworthy by the Civil Aeronautics
Adniinistration, and will meet minimum standards for durability

and safety.

There aro argmients for both aides as to the

desirability of metal or fabric covering.

Small details,

such as quality of hardware, upholstery, tail wheel

construction, et cetera, are things to watch.

Serviceability. If

10.

airplane

an

h83 adequate inspection

plates, cheaper maintenance costs wiU result.
ance cost also

will

be lower

if

1nt1en-.

the engine installation and

cowl arrangenent permit siniple access.

U.

Reliability of the dealer.

The buyer should he certain

that the dealer has a good stock of parts and adequate

shop facilities to keep his airplane in the air.

The

present trend is toward the inclusion, as standard equin-

ment, of most of the desirable Items of extra

radio, nagatíon
these items

arid

equ1ient,

starters. At the
similar equi.ent are optional.
lichts,

and

buyer will purchase them

iill depend

his financial position.

The

upon

plane he

finally

their relative importance,
ideas and his likes and dislikes
as to

lt

Thether or not a

6O,OOO

may

and

chooses will be a comp

ail the itens

In order that the potential buyer

r'esent time most of

his personal desires

romise. Until he gets into the l5,OOO to
unable to obtain, on one airriane,

such as

class

he

will

he

he wants.

evaluate his requirements

is desirable that

mith those of others.

he compare

his

In the pre

viously.rentoned sur'vy by the CroweUColl±er Pub1shing Conpay (1),
the fortyeìght percent of aD. civilians and the ninety-two percent

of ail military flyers interviewed, and who

reesent

plane buyers, were questioned about their

eferences in type of

plane, price, niuuber of seats, et cetera.

the potential

Portions of the results of

this survey are believed suitable for presentation at this point.

They also are presented

'tore

completely in a tabulated form

in

Table

L

9

Eighty-four percent of potential civilian airplane owners say
that if they owned an airplane it would he used in addition to a car.
Sixty-one percent of the civilians and fifty-eight percent of the

military flyers claim that they will use their airplanes
l'or

pleasure.

primarily

Only nine percent of the civilians and five percent

of the military flyers will uso it primarily for business.
a fifth of both groups would use it both for business and

Almost

pleasure.

Seventy-eight percent of the military flyers and thirty-one
percent of the civilians

wtho

fall into the potential market catoL:ory,

prefer the fixed-wing conventional tipe of plane .

The roadable plane

is preferred by eleven percent of the military flyers and thirty-nine

percent of the civilian potential market, with the helicopter re-

ceiving eight percent of the military and tventy-six percent of the

civilian votes

It is to be noted that both the roadable airplane

and the helicopter should

be considered as aircraft of the future.

They will not be perfected, nor be within the financial means of the
average cQnsulner for many years.
One-half of the civilians who were able to give a figure, said
that they would he trilling to pay

flyers expect to

l5OO or more for a plane.

pay :aore for a plane than

civilians in the highest economic group are
those in the middle income group.

of the number of people who

1)ilitary

civilians, and of course

wiUing

to ptr more than

No mention was made

in

the survey

would accept a second-hand airplane, but

it is to be expected that the used-plane business

ill be large.

This

is predicted on the basis that airplanes deteriorate more slowly than

automobiles and that personal plane8 in the past have chaxied hands
frequontly.

The fifty percent

willing to pay

0

the civilians who wouLd not be

1500 for an airplane will no doubt discover that it

will be aeveral years before a good, twos-place, conventional type,
$1000 airplane is on the market.

Thonty4our percent of the military flyers and ten percent of
the civilians gave figures of $100 or more monthly for operation and

upkeep.

This incinded fuel, storage and repairs.

on operation

The median estimate

nd upkeep vas $50 to $59 per month for both groups.

Twentyix percent

of the militar,r flyers and twelve percent of

the civilian flyers want a ship that flies more than 150 miles per
hour.

This desire takes the added cost of operation of a

airplane into consideration.

highpeod

It is interesting to note that

tive

percent of the civilians and twenty-sir percent of the military desire
an airplane that will fly more than 150 miles per horn', with a

proportionately increased cost.
Sixty-eight percent of the civilians and sixty percent of the
!!lilitar3r firers

prefer four or more seats in their plane.

A majority

in both groups reported a miniunmi need for only two places when

consideration was made of the additional cost involved for each seat.

Approximately sixty-five percent of both the civilian and the

military flyers prefer a single-engine when cost factors are taken
into consideration.

This decision was made on the basis that a twin-

engine airplane would cost twice as much as a single-engine airplane
to buy and operate.

Seventy-nine percent of the civilian potential buyers stated

'k'

that they would pay

O extra for

a

the typo used in military afrpLnies .

ness

ol'

the public to

safety of flying

fireproof gas tank similar to
i11ing-

Thïs flight suggest the

ay extra for accessories that add to the

but it also indicates that the averaco civilian

potential buyer tends to be influenced by his knowledge of military
airplanes and practices.

The main purpose of the self-sealing

feature in the fuel tank is to prevent fire in case of puncture by
bullets.

iiU need

It is doubtful that civilian flyers of the future

such safety devices.
In analyzing the above data it should be retiernbered that the
This

military flyers are young men familiar with military aviation.

moans that each has many hours of flying experience, but in large,

high-powered airplanes and with no consileration of economy.

It

would be reasonable to estimate that a najority of them are totally
unfandliar with personal plane operation.
the majority

of'

It can also be assumed that

civilians can be considered as being comparatively

mfarriliar with airplane ownership and operation.
The potential and future airplane owners1 likes and

have been discussed briefly in the previous section.

'eferences

In order to

prevent the results of that survey fror paintin, too rosy a picture
of future flying, it is advisable to present results from a survey
r. V. H. Geisse (2) made

ol'

private pilots and exçilots.

private plane owners and ex-ovrners,
Complete results are in Table

2,

while the highlights are presented as follows.
Of the private plane owners questioned,

forty-two and five-tenths

percent purchased an airplane for local fljing, while thirty-four and

12
eight-tenths percent purchased one for cross-country flying.

Of

these pilots, twenty-aeven and seven-tenths believed that too much

consideration had been

aid to high speed and too little to low

speed, as against eleven percent

'who

held the opposite view.

ex-oviners questioned, thirty and three-tenths percent

Of the

discontind

onership because the expense was gxeater than anticipated, while
nineteen and seven-tenths percent quit because of a change in
financial status,

much tine

v'sa

former owners
v.thile

Eight and nine-tenths percent quit because too

required traveling to and from airports

Of these

thirty-three percent discontinued within one year,

tntytwo

percent held out for two years.

niber of short-tine

oiv'ters

So great is the

that the mean period of ownership is

less than four years.
This survey also indicated that the main reason for ob-

taming student certificates was to enable the individual to fly for
the pleasure of flying.

percent o

This applied to thirty-seven and two-t,enth8

those questioned.

Twenty-eight and

fourenths percent

obtained the student certificate as a step towards becoming a
coxmiercia1 pilot, vthile thirteen and three-tenths percent wished to

fly for pleasure transportation.

Of

these student

percent gave up for fInancial reasons.

ilots,

over

Of these, twenty-iine

fifty

and

five -'tenths percent quit because the expense was greater than anticipated; twenty-even and one#,enth percent because of a change in

financial oblIgations or status; and nine percent because of the

amount of time consumed going to and from
ships.

airports and waiting for

13
To

siariz,

the results of the two surveys mentioned, it is

advisable to corider each group

cpRrteiy.

The memb'mrs o

thoo who expect

mnd rlaim to

buy an airplane

first croup m'e

near futures
disanrcinted

Those
arid

Iii

the

n the

the second group are, for the most part,

sommevtmat

disillusioned ex-ovnere and ox-pilots.

The s.avey of the first

oup definitely shows that the

ave'

erogo individual has cotiparativ1y little kuowledge of airplane
ownera1ip and operation.

He is quite optimistic concarning the ability

of aircraft companies to
He expects a

15OO to

oduce a low-cost piane in the near future.

2OOO afr:olann capable of seating three or

four people within the next decade.

In addition, he expects this

airplane to have a cost of operation of but slightly higher, and in
aorme

cases lo'er, than the
A large ntiber of the

bu

arago

mermbers of the

an airt1ane because the selling

will never h

Within their

automobile.
first group will never

xrico of the airplane they desire

Many fortunate members of this

mrtesns.

first group will discover, before buying, that the cost

oí'

operation

of an airplmne is conzderab1y higher than they anticipated,

arid

therefore they vill delay their purchase, perhaps indefinitely.

The

remaThing nembers of the first group will proceed to buy an airplane
as soon as one becomes available.

that an airlane is an

they

r

exnsive

It is then

tI-sat

they will discover

luxury for the average person.

Soon

join the ranks of the ex-wners and ex-vilots,

The results of the survey of the second poup, consisting of

cxwners

and ex-pilota, provide definite proof for the statements

made in the preceeding paragraph.

The majority of the niembers of this

second group discovered, after

bu4ng an airplane, that its cost of

operation consists of many items not previou.1y considered and that
the total

yer1y

or houriy cost of these lternz is exc8ssively high

for the person of average or slightly above average means.

Over

fifty percent of the members of the second group were forced to discontinue airplane ownership because of financial reasons; a fact that
indicates lack of operational expense knowledge

z'ior to buying.

It is interesting to note that a considerable rnmber of this second

group gave up flying because of the tùne required going to and from

an airport.
airplane is

This is also an item seldom considered until after an

pchased.

III.

1.

FACTO1S

FFECTING OPERATING COST COMPARISONS

Bases For Operating Cost Comerisons.
A prospective airplane buyer may be informed by a salesnan

that a certain type of airplane costs so many dollars per year or
per month to fly.

On the basis of this figure the customer may

decide that he can or cannot afford to buy the airplane, not

realizing that such an unqualified figure is practically meaningless.
In the first place, the salesman in this case did not qualify his

statement as to utilization.

whether on an annual,

homlç

the annual utilization.

The cost of operation of an airplane,

or per-idJ.e basin, is dependent upon

Ey virtue of this fact, lt is possible for

an airplane to have an annual operating cost of 31000 and

cost of $100 under one condition of utilization, wille it
an

annua.].

ari

hom'ly

ay have

cost of 36000 and an hourly cost of 36 under conditions of

15

nuch greater utilization.
section on the effect o

Thie vili be

utilization,

d18cued

more fully in the

It is believed that the above

example i

sufficient, at thie point, to

bizyer

the necessity of eoiaparing, for different p].ne, only those

i.th

costs of ooratio

that have been

inpres

the propect1ve

compi.ted under conditions of the

same utilization.
In addition to not qualifying his statement as to utilization,

the salesman mentioned above probably neglected to saloct a cost

basis suitable to the customer ' a 1r1iV1dUa1 case.
is interested

Dnless the customer

rtmari1y in pleasure flying, costs based upon a

yearly or hourly basis are not the

iiiost

suitable for evaluation or

comparison with those of other airplanes.

For example, the oper-

ating expense of a twin-engine transport is generally loss than that
of a «Cub" type airplane when cotsuted on the seat-ni1e basis.
Naturally it is much greater when computed on the yearly basis.
is an extreme example, but serves to illustrate that a customer

This
tho

intends to use his afrplane for the transportation of a group of

people is interested

in

its cost per

seatile; not per year or per

hour.
Thus, when comparing

tt

or more airplanes, the buyer must be

certain that not only a common operating expense basi

be selected,

but that the condition of utilization he fully qualifIed..

Operating

expense may be determined on any of the following bases:
(a)

Plane»ucalendar thno.

Goat would be based on the entire

airplane regardless of nwnber of seats, and would be expressed as cost per year, month, week, et cetera, for the
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a whole.

afrplane a
(b)

Set.ca1erxiax' time.

Cost based

or

each seat and expr&sad

as cost per aeat-year, seatiiorth,, et cetera.
(e)

Plane-flying tirie.

Cost based on entire airplane and ex

pressed in termn; of hours flown, such as coet per 500
p1ap.e_horng

200 plene4ìours, p1ane-hoir, et cotera.

Unless otherwise specified the word

'pLuie8

in

'plar-

hour0 is understood cnd is not included.
(d)

Seat-flying

tL-ie.

Cost based on eath seat

arid

expressed

in terna of hours flown, such as cost per 500 seat-hours,

200 seat-hours, seat-hour, et cetera.
(e)

Cost based on the

P1ane.'distanee.

pressed

in

itire plane and ex-

tenas of ¿latance flown, such as cost per

10,000 plane'.cniles, 5,000 p1are.wniles, p1ane-ile, et
cetera.
(f)

Seat-distance.

Cost bazed on each seat

an

expressed in

terms of distance iloin, stch as cost per 10,000 seatmiles, 5,000 seat.nilos, seatii1e, et cetora.
(g)

I3aggage weight-distance.

Cost based on each pound of

freight ox baggage and expres3ed

in

terms of distance

flwn, such as cost per 5000 pound-niles, per 1000

pound-

miles, per pound-ni1e, et cetera.

Although costs

ay be determined on any of the above bases, they

are generally expressed as so rauch per year, per hour, per mile, per

seat-ri1e or per poiaid-ii1o.
It is important that a buyer or operator select the proper basis
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on which to

camute operating expense.

dependent upon hIs intended type or
uses for costs as computed
(a)

Ills

selection should be

f1y1.

A discussion of possible

on various bases is a

fo1low:

Any ihdividual vho attempts to

Cost per p1ane-jear basis.

live within bis income will i-iCoubted1y determine total
operat3.zig costs on the

for
(b)

bget

and tax

entire airp1ne on a yearly basis

urposo&.

Coat per eeatjear basis.

This

iethod 18 seldom used but

it will give an airplane owner an indication of the cost

applicable to each seat, and thus to each passenger or

possible pa5enger.

A group of

raen

interested in buying

a single airpline to carry them to and from their fa'vorite

fishing and

ht1ng

grounds

(c)

be interested in the

ou1d naturally be the cost per

yearly cost per man Which

seatar

vu1d

for the airplane.

For the private pilot inter-

Cost ,er pia e-houx' basis.

estad only In local flying, with an occasional cross-

cotry

trip, this basis is excellent.

e is

not intox'-

estad particularly in how far he can flj for a dollar, but
in how long he can fly for a doUar.

of great Importance to him.

The time element is

1f he is indifferent as to

whether he carries passengers or not, then he had better
use this basis and
plane.

fige

his costs per hour on the entire

Any individual engaged in renting airplarieß goner-

ally will determine his costs and rates on this basis.
a non-owner tjiot rents a plane for local flying he is

When

riU

charged on a plane-hour basis thit
he flics alone or takes hi

are cietrnIned on this baai

friends.

be the

mn

vthether

!ntrctionaI rates

also, with the total hoirly

cost being the instructor's hourly wage added to the hourly

airplane cost.
(4)

Cost per seats4iour basis.

This nethod would apply to the

private pilot in the saine manner as the plane'i4iour basis,

with the exception that a pilot would use this basis if,
for instance, he always took his wife or a friend along as
a passenger and considered each as receiving equal per.

centage of the derived pleasure.
costs on each seat,

He thus would determine

This method is of greatest importance

to a pilot who takes passengers up on sight-seeing hope.
In order to determine a fair charge per passenger he must

first know the coat per passenger or per seat.

Therefore

he would determine hie costs on a seatø4iour basis.

It is

a common practice to charge on an hourly basis rather than
on a distance basis for sight.-eeeìng flights.
(e)

Cost per plane-milo basis.

Ànone using an airplane for

personal transportation would compute operating costs on
thuis

basis.

It would also apply to pilots who use their

planes primiariIy for cross.scountry trips where distance
rather than time is of great importance.

Airplane oper-

ational expense on all jobs that require the plane and
pilot or crer to fly set distances would be determined on
the cost per plane-mile basis, (5).

This would include
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aerial photography, pipe or power line patrolling, et cetera.
(f)

Cost per seat.4nile basis.

This method is used most extens

ively in cost deter1nation for commercial transportation

of passengers.

It would be used also by private pilote

who nmight pur chase a plane on a group basis for use in
transportation, or by a company using a plane for company

transportation.
(g)

cost per pound.mi1e basis.

Cost for freight planes would

be e omputed on this basis.

It may be used by anyone using

an airplane for transportation of baggage, equiìent, et
cetera, where the job is to mrve so many pounds so many

miles,
It is inportant that the pilot or owner realize that cost de'.

terination on any single basis may not be sufficient.

Cost comrmar-.

isons between any two or more airplanes may be made on one selected
f computed on tw

basis but would be more revealing

or three bases.

In general they are computed on the plane'.year and one or two other

selected bases.

It cannot be over-emphasized that costs computed on

any basis must be qualified as to the nizber of hours flown per year.

2.

C1sDffcation.of Goat
The

actora.

tngib1e cost tacthr

involved in aircraft operation are

generally broken down into two xnajor
these two
to justify.

roups.

The tit1e

given to

oups vary considerably, and In some cases are difficult
I

the "f ixed-cost

this discussion, cost factors will belong in either

group or the

iab1e.ostU

grp,

Fixedost3
contint

even

wIie

ar

that are based on

thoBe eost

the

rp1

is idle.

will be stated on a yearly basis.

In

Such

wst

a1endar

te

aixl

cases these expenßes

d'.perating..oest factor8

inc11e depreciation, interest on initial Investment, hnt1ar rent,
and insurance.

Variable-costs are those costa that are based on flight time
anti

therefore have a total that varies with the number of hours £lon.

These costs are expressed in tiz
fuel, oil,

of dolIrs per hour and incli.ie

ìaintenace and overhaul costs.

ilthouh seldom recogniz3d or rentioied, a third group of
expenses exIsts.

Those of this

mnamed group Inclìe groi»d trans.

portation, expense incurred going to and frani airports, and delay

expenses incurred when a pilot is growdsd becauo of weather or

mechanical djfficLtjes.

These expenae

wifl be reZerred to as non

flying expenses.
In a tabulated form the

vriois operating costs would appear as

foflows
(a)

(b )

Fixed- :osts
(1)

Depreciation

(2)

Interest on Initial Investment

(3)

!1anar rent

(4)

Insurance

Variable-costs
(1)

Fuel

(2)

Oil

(3)

MaIntenance and overhaul
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(c)

Non..ulying expenses
(1)

Grairnd transportation

(2)

Delay

IV.

:i..

FIXED.u.COST ITEMS

Depreciation
A private plane o'wner will buy an airplane, fly lt for a period

of time, and then

afly oaid for it.

asU

it for a price less than that

thich he origin-

The difference between the initial purchase price

and the selling price represents a definite loss of money to the

oner

and must be considered as a part of his operating expense.

It

is this expense that is iciown as depreciation,

Far too often the average person will buy an expensive item

such

as an airplane and after making the initial purchase will not consider
He literally forgets

the price as any part of the cost of operation.

about the initial coat (often

tnes purposely)

that it is a thing of the past.

and convinces himself

By this method of thinking he also

way convince himsclf that the money he receives when he finally sells
his airplane is pure profit.

Obviously such reasoning is erroneous

and will lecI an individual into financial trouble.

Depreciation, which may be expressed as reduction in value 'with
passage of time, is caused by several things.

depreciation is normal wear and
plane.

Airplanes do not

fai].

t.ear

require replacement of parts.

through use and abuse of the air-

apart, as did the

the enu of a definite period of time,

The major cause of

b'xt

"oueorse

shay", at

they gradually wear out and

If each part wr

replaced as it were

22
out there wuuid come a

parts left.

The

procs

Actually the flic
by-

0±'

ine when the airplane would have no original
is selüt>i, if ever, carried to

'a

is terminated

the airpian

t aoiie

wis

extent.

t].nie

either

a bad crash, bein; sold for scrap, or being left neglected until

disposed oZ br the

nents.

There are many parte of an airplane that

have a 151e oxectancy influenced not only by

from use, but by tht mere pasage of tJe.
shock cords, tires,

the airplane has fairly
arid

rular

ud or

not.

erìod oi time re-

Assning that

decraae in value resulting

u.e, the

tear is approxiiìat.ely the

and tear reulting

$ich iteis as covering,

t cetcra, deteriorate ov'er a

gardless of whether the plane is being

from wear

iar

sa'me

each year.

Depreciation frequently is used to inclide obsolescence and

irtadøquey or sueroession.

The term obsolescence is

uad

to de-

scribe airplanes that still have uef'J. lives but are no longer
economical to use or fashionable because of new develoxients in
aviation.

The iiatter of being fashionable is perhaps the most

important in the case of an airplane.

As styles change and new and

better airplanes are produced, owners of older planes become dis-

satisfied with theirs and soon scfl so that they may purchase one of
the latest models.

There are,

of'

course,

nany eases in which the

ovner' s family increases in size so that his present plane is no

longer large enough and he i

chltged to purchase a largor one.

fact that an airplane becomes obsolete in the eyes of one
is sold, is not a true indicatiorA that its life is ended.

The

omer and
The

r-

centage of potential plano owners who can afford to own and operate
a second-hand airulane is approximately seven times greater than the
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percentage oÍ those who can afford a now alrplaaie (4) .

Thus afrplane6

that are considered obo1ete by one owner will often be purchased and

flown by a new oiner.

This has the effect of lengthening the active

life of the airplane and therefore reduces the rate of depreciation.
Regardless of the large rniber of potential buyers of secon&-

hand airplanes, there is a definite general tendency for obsolescence
to decrease the life of an airplane and thus increase depreciation.
The decrease in value as a result of obsolescence is definitely

greatest during the first year and less for each succeeding year.
This is true because of the general tendency for aircraft ianu

facturera to produce new models or instigate major style changes each
year.

With each new change there are a certain number of owners 7ho

irediately buy the new airplane.

5one owners will wait

or

three years before purchasing a new model.
Since depreciation is a result of wear and tear (a straight
line function) and obsolescence (a function whose slope decreases

with time) it is obvious that the curve roresenting depreciation

would be steep during the early years of the plane 's life, but would
gradually flatten out as the airplane bocana older.

Thus depreciation

would be greatest during the first year of the plane 's life and would

become less as the airplane became older.
There are several systems fa' computing depreciation, the

sùnplest of which is the straight line method.
method, is depreciated on the basis of a certain

The airplane, by this

nber

of years of

useful life, and the yearly depreciation is the same regardless o!
the airplane 's age.

At the end of the certain ninber of years that

reTE'esent its useful life, the value of the afrplane 4s considered to

be zero.

of

aU

Ctvtl Aeronautics Authority data shows that the average life

non-nilitary private aircraft, 1ncixiing those destroyed, at

the end of 193e wa

seven and four-tenths years.

With an active ner

plane market tending to accent obsolescence thia might appear to be

too long a period over which to depreciate an afrplane by the straight
lIne method as it reduces to only thirteen and five..itenth

percent per

year.

Nevertheleto it is a value recorzrided by soue experts.

Bmeau

of Internal Revenue indicates that a

The

fver wr1teff

or

private afrplanes Is acceptable, whereas the CAA considers a period
of ten years as fair (6) .

The five.ysr period is quite short but

would place the airlane's

lue more In line with narket value.

Its disadvantage lies

iii

the fact that at the end of five years lt

indicates that the airplane has no residual va].t, which Is of course
untrue.

The ten-qear iericd, while indicating a residual value after

seiien and four-tenths years causes the

depreciated value to be

considerably higher than the actual market value during the first

few years of the airplane's life (4).
In sane cases the airplane 's value might be written off on an

hourly basis.

This would

edicate a certain

rklng life of so

many flight hours and would become a straight line method with regular
use.

This method is not generally used for the airplane as a whole,

but is quite applicable to the engines as they do not become obsolete

by changing styles as the airframe does.

The engines in

lower-iced

personal airplanes generally renain rith the airframe for life, and
are seldom considered as separate units.

Therefore, they are not
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depreciated at different rateas or by different methods.

In the case

of higher.priced private aircraft, such as twin-engine airplanes,
the engines and airframes are often considered as separate units and

thus may be depreciated separately, by different metho

if desirable.

In this case, the engines iiay be depreciated on an hourly basis and

the airframe on a yearly basis.

rhaps the best method of determining depreciation is by the
percentage-on-diininishing.'vlue,

or declining balance method

This

method of denreciation reduces the annual depreciation charge because
each year ' s depreciation is subtracted from the last year ' s vali

of

the airplane to establish the new reduced basa for the ensuing year.

Therefore, the greatest depreciation is during the first year, and
the depreciation for each succeeding year becomes less.

In the

same manner the airplane s value decreases most rapidly during its

first year of life, with gradually less drop in value for each

succeeding year.

By this method, the airtlane will abïays have

sorne

residual value indicated, which is a trim condition.

Even a totally-

wrecked airplane usuaLly has a residual scrap value.

Another

advn-

tage is that the airplane's depreciated vali, when figured by this
method, reduces in a manner similar to that of market prices.

This

is to be expected in view of the discussion on the reasons for de-.

predation.
&n Individual who is computing depreciation by the above method
is confronted with but one problem-the selection of a reasonable

percentage of reduction.

Although this method of determining deprec-

iation results in a curve of the same nature as that of market prices,
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it will

apoximate

itarket prices only upon selection of the proper

constant of reduction,

It is believed that a tventy percent annual

reduction of the depreciated vai

will

rnoit

nearly approximate

rtarket prices and at the sane time agree with the depreciation per'.
initted by insurance companies writing hull insurance.

This Ligure

will also result in a value at the end of Live years that is approxiinately thirty-three percent of the initial price, a condition

reconmended by airplane cost exnerts.
In inathe!natical terms, the depreciated vali

of the airplane

at the end of the nth year of operation, equals the initial price

= Price x O.&').

multiplied by 0.8 to the nth power (Dep. Val
above method and constant w111 be used

iii

aU

The

curves and calcu-

lattons in this thesis.

Figure 1 shows both the straight line methods and the declining
balance method curves plotted on a chart of depreciated va1
year of operation.

Note that the eighty percent doclinin

versus
balance

method is quite close to the seven and four-tenths year straight
line method.

Its major advantages are clearly

shon

as large de'.

treciation the first year, and a residual value after seven and fourtenths years.

hen depreciation, comouted by the declining balance method, is
expressed

in

terms of percentage of initial price, it will have a

value for each specific year of operation as Indicated in the follow'.

Ing table.
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Year of Operation

Depreciation
Initial Price

1
2
3
4

Depreciated Value
Initial Price

20.0
16.0
12.8
10.2
8.2
6.6
5.2
4.2

5

6
7
8

30.0

64.0
51.2
41.0
32.8
26.2
21,0
16.8

The inforriation in the above table indicates that at the end of

the fourth year of operation for inetance, the depreciated value is

£orty:ne percent of the initial price, and that for the fourth year
the depreciation is ten and
of the airplane.

twoentha percit of

the initial price

This laat figure vo-u1d represent a definite part

of the fixed cost of operation for the airplane during the fourth
year.

!y

owners oct aside each

their caJ.c1ated depreciation

ar an amount of money equal to

or that year.

hen they sefl their

airplane they have saved a s ufficient arunt to purchase a new one.
Another advantage to this procedure is that depreciation bocozes a

very

rea].

each year.

cost of operation requiring money from the owner 's pocket
This insures that

he owner will include dapreciation as

part of his coat of operation.

2.

Interest on Initial Investnent.
A fixed cost item that Is generally neglected, is that of

interest on the initial investnent,
5x1

airplane he nust make

ari

Vhen an individual purchases

initial payment or investment of over

32000, regardless of the fact that he figiratively absorbs this cost
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in small amounts over a period of years by considering depreciation
as part of his cost of operation.

If he does not purchase an afr

plane, he Will have the money, which could be drawing interest, or

perhaps be invested in some profitable

3OOO to buy an airplane.

Individual has
riay

entorrie.

thvot this amount and make

thtorest rate of

two

If he does not buy it he

6O annua1Ir, asswning a

percent. If he uses the

plane, he is depriving

hise1f

Por example, an

of a possible

should be considered as a part of

air-

to bur hi

money
6O

sirLp.Le

per year.

This

his annual cost of oteratlon.

It

is important that the over reaIiz that his loss, therefore his cost,
Is the interest he may realize on the ainoi.mt of the initial investment, and not the aniount on the depreciated value of the airplane.
At

the present times savings account interest rates are so low as

to render this cost altiost negligible

in

comparison with

For this reason, interest on initial investiaent

itenis.

other cost
wiU

not be

included as part of the total cost of operation as discussed in this

thesis

3.

hut may be included as an additional cost if

esired.

Hangar Rent.

Estimation of hangar rent

i

extremely difficult.

rents for the sane airplane might vary from

$10 to

depending upon the airport and the hangar oDerator.

Tangar

3O ner month,
Same airports

have only enough hangar space for shop facilIties, and therefore

owners must park their airplanes outside and leave them un'otected
from weather.

At other airports there may he

lago hangars but little

available snace for additional planes, so that hangar space

uld be
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extremely erpensive.
that

of'

For the purpose of

dscusing

factors other than

geographical location that influence hangar rent, it must be

assumed that rates for like airplanes are a pproximately the

all airports.

sanie

In a recent article (7) on rental charges Lor

at

hanars

it was pointed out that the two main factors that should deterrine

rental rates are the space occupied

involved in aov1ng

it

in and out

o±

airplane, and the expense

by the

the hangar.

The space occu-

pied by the airplane depends not only on its plan dimensions, but on
the amount of overlapping and fitting together with othor planes that
can he accornlished.

For instance, a high wing and a low wing air-

plane nay be stored together more easily than two high wine or

tw, low ;ing airplanes.

Other

£:CthrS

that effect overlapping

fitting aro height of wing and empennage, landing
of engines, height of radio masts and antennae,
of moving an airplane in and

and

ear tjpe, number

et cetera.

out of the hangar depends on

The COst

its

weight,

type of landing gear and the difficulty ino1ved In passing its vdngs

over or iuider those of other airplanes. Few

ovners rent hangar space, have determined a
based on the two
au

operators, from whom

fair rent for

factors mentioned above. Instead,

each plane

many have chosen

arbitrary £iuro for each airplane model based upon past exper-

ience

or on

what

other operators are

In some cases

hangar

charging.

rental rates for airplanes

based on horsepower, weight, or number

first

have been

of seats in the paane.

At

glance, those might appear to be suitable bases on which to

determine rent, but there are always exceptional cases for which they
will not anply.

For exaiiple,

there

was an

aircraft

owner who
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chanced propollers, thereby increasing the horsepower rating of his
engine.

Ho was quite unhappy to find that hi

monthly by the operator

iho

rent ia

coìputed rent on the basis

raised $5
of'

horsepower.

In another case, a multi-engined aircraft was converted for csrgo

Thuz, with all passenger seats reinowd, the hangar rate

carrying.

dropped to a value comparable to that for lightplanes, as the operator determined rent on the basis of nimber of seats in the airplane.
It is obvious that those are unreliable methods of determining hangar

rentals,
It is desirable to

ovide means for the user to substitute

his actual hangar rental figure in formulas or charts developed for

uso in estimating and computing operating costs.

For those who have

no knowledge of their local hangar rental rates, it is reasonable to

assume

O per year for each seat of the total possible seating ca-

pacity.

Consequently a three -place airplane would have an annual

hangar exepnse of

24O, regardless of how many seats were actually

installad.
In some cases an airplane ovner might feel that he could not

afford the high cost of hangar space.
his airrilane on the parking ramp.

He would be forced to

tieoun

He might be charged a rent on the

space he occupies, but it would be considerably less than hangar

rent at the same field.

It is quite possible, however, for

tieown

rates at one field to be greater than hangar rates at another.

As

mentioned before, this would depend on geographical location and the
relative amount of business at the fields.

An

oner

who does not

rent hangar space might realize a reduction in his fixed costs by
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reason of low

tieovn ratez,

of his airplane is such as to
where no

real saving is

but might wefl find that the weathering

inrase its

depreciation to the point

Naturally this condition would be

rrtade.

influenced by climatic conditions and aircraft construction.
At

the present time, hanger space is at a premium as a resìJ.t

of the building shortage. With the devclozient of
methods and more

practical hangars such as the

TU

new

building

type, the present

high hangar rates should reduce sonevthat, although large-6cale

reduction will be prevented by the increasing

for hangar space.

demand

4.
In 1944. the

NAA

reported that insurance nrerdums represented

thirty percent of all costs in operating

a lightplane

()

This

figure is excessively high and demands considerable explanation.

In

view of this fact it is believed advisable to include a fairly
complete discussion of aircraft insurance

The two main

at this

types of aviation insurance are

point.

aircraft hull

insurance, which indexnn.ifies the oner against damage to the plane,
and

liability insurance,

which indemnifies him against

injuries to pasengers or third persons

damage

liability for

outside the plane, or for

to property caused by the plane.
There are various opinions on the

two types

of insurance.

Some

relative importance of those

insurance salesraen claim that hull

insurance is the most important because far more money is paid in
premiums

for non-air line hull insurnce than for liability insurance.

This condition may be explained partly by the
ance

is far

more expensive than

fact that hull insur-

liability insurance;

a

fact not
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pointed out by the proponents of the above.entïoned claim.

It

appears that liability insurance is the imot iriportant to the average
plane owner because it protects him from possible

1osss of several

thousand dollars, w1ereas hull insurance protects him only from the
loss of that amount ivhich he has invested in his airlane.
The term

hull" insranee was first used for airplanes by

marine underi'ìters who wrote the early insurance for the aviation
Hull insurance includes the airframe, engines, access

industry.

ones, instretts, and extra equipment.
A little knowledge of airplane accident statistics will aid
in explaining the need for hull insurance.
(1939) out of a teta]. of 5, 515

For a t'p leal year,

pniute airplanes in service, 1,133

or twenty and five-tenths percent were involved in accidents.

Of

this terAty and five-tenths percent, there were sixteen and sixtenths percent washouts, thirty'4wo and seven-tenths percent of

which required an overhaul, and forty-three and five-tenths percent of which required major assembly.

These fìgres should pro-

vide adequate proof of the need for hull insurance.

Aviation underwriters offer three main
arico

coveraes

(f3)

(10).

The first

ol'

t:es

these is

of'

hull insur-

'complete coverage"

which protects the over against all risks of loss, incliing crash
and fire following a crash.

plane is

For a
yearly.

in

flïght

Crash coverage at'p?ies while the air-

(beginning of takeoff to completion of landing).

2OOO lightplane this coverage would cost approdmately 3250
The second type of coverage is less complete than the first

and protects the owner against all risks of loss exceDt crash.

For
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the airplane mentioned above this would cost

deductible c1aue.

The

cop1ete, protecting the
i3

third type, called "perils" is stiU
These

risks

taxiing, collision, mooring, storage, theft,
the examplo plane would be from
ni.mber and

1e38

against usual risks to which a plane

opiner

subject wtilo not in flight.

th

annually with a

7O

5O

to

would include windstorm,

fire,

and

cost for

The

aimually, depending upon

nature of the risks sti:ulated.

Va:ious types oî hull insurance coverage for airplanes are

listed.

Any one

or a combination of th3se

may be

obtained.

Cozprehensive-groiind only, plus fire in flight but ex'-

(a)

(b)

fire £olloirin : crath.
Crash-including fire following crath.

(C

Fire, lightning, explosion and transportation,

eluding

)

-

plus fire

in flight, but excluding fire following crath.

(d)

Theft, robbery and pilferage.

(e )

iindsthrm, tarando and cyclone.

(f)

Damage

while not in

flieht

upsetting, earthquake,

by

hïl,

sleet,

flood or eoilaps3

snovz,

collision,

of'

a hangar, shop

particular airplane will

depend on many

or siiuilar structure.

The

insuraxìoe rat3 on a

factors other than the
such as

will

its

amount of coverage.

weight, thethe

it

Scme

of these factors,

is private or coimnercial,

new

or used,

be discussed below.

Airplanes weighing less than 2,000 pounds are

considered as

"lightplanes" and constitute a separate classification. This group

is charged

a

hiher rate

than that for heavier airplanes (apurox-
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imately one-third higher for full coverage) becauo they are considered nore fragile and are iore often flown by beglimers.
for a

3OOO lihtp1ane coirp1ete coverage would cost approximately

4OO, while Lor a heavier airplane of the same price,

but

e-315

lesa.

Thus,

it would cost

For less complete coverage the difference is

anni1ly.

Commerdial planes are charged higher rates than private planes,

with coiimercia1 planes uzcd for student instruction being the highest,

an' s

An

insurance ratos,
and

med

age is an

inportant factor in determining hull

A new plane may be insured for Lull cost price

planes for current

tarket value.

This cost, or price, in

the case of a used airplane should incL-Ie the cost or value of

extra equinent in the plane.

al].

In normal tires the current narkct

value of an airplane should be approximately its depreciated value
if depreciation is determined as recommended previously.

A new air-

plane of a certain t ype viII be insured at a specifically assigned
This basic premiun rate will be approximately

basic premium rate.

twelve percent for complete coverage, so that for a
the annual premi

(any air1ano

will be

betnd

it

O.

2OOO airplane

In the case of a used airplane

first year

ol'

use) a "loading rate"

added to the basic rate to offset deprecIation.

ì.s

One large aviation

insurance conpany uses loading rate of approxir'.atoly three

ercent.

This is multiplied by the difference between the amoirnt of insurance
and the original ç'ice.

T}eiremflnn then consists of this product

added to the product of the basic rate ìultiplied by the amount of
insurance,

A

2OOO afrp3ane during its second year of life

wu1d
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market value, and thus a maxiinì inurab1e value, of apIox-

have

irnately

ir the insurarce rate determination method just

:L600.

omer would figure

described, the

p1u5 $400 x

$]600 x 12

3,

his insurance premium to be

204 for full hull cover-

or a total of

Some insurance companies

age during the second year of operation.

merely add the loading rate to the basic rate and multiply this
by the market

vlt

of the airplane.

sian

the basic and loading

"sin

rates of twelve percent and three percent, this would result in a

preiwn of

24O during the second

rar

for the

e.xariple

airplane.

The necessity of a loading rate requires further explanation.
In the event of total loss, payment is made in full

the

the

deecíated

The depreciated value iS generally calcu-

value of the airplane.
be

ori

percent of that for the nrevious year.

ethod recommended in the discussion on depreciation.

This is
if n.arket

value is the same as the depreciated value, and it should be in
ts the amount for

normal ttres, then this
Insured,

for d

Partial loe5es, however, are paid
eciation.

to he re,laced.

parts.

which the plane has been

There

ithout any deduction

re no dedtt1ons for depreciation on parts

The insurance comrany pays the cost of the new

It is for this

reson that the loading rate must

Ln order than an Rirplane owner

be atrnlied.

may obtain lower rates, the

insurance companies impose pert of the losses on them.

It is for

this reason that deductlhle and participation tovisions are designed.
The little accidents involvtn"

reair costs less than

far outmuher the expansive accidents.

5O to

l00

The insurance rates nec-

essary to cover the required processing and ra,ment of those small
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would be oxces1ve1y high.

t!1pO3e upon

Therefore, the insurance coìpanies

the airplane owners the expense of these $rlaU accidents.

In order to do this the insurance companies insert a deductible

clause that

rovides that the insranco conrany wIll

part of the loss In excess of the deductIble amoint.
aT1ouflt is

usually

ay only for that
The deductible

5O for all risks hut crash, fire and theft.

For

crash risks the deductible amount generally will be ten percent of
the insured value with a $100 idninitn stipulated.

risks seldom carry a deductible clause ,
is used, the

Fire and theft

when a deductible clause is

oner, not the insurance company, pays all small losses

due to daiage.

If our 32000 exanaple airplane was to suffer a

3OO

non-crash damage the owner would pay $50 and the insurance company

would pay $250.

If the damage was less than eso, then the owner

would pay the entire amount hlmsei.f.

If the plane sufiered $300

crash damage the owner would pay $200 and the insurance company $100.
This is, of

cowse, assuming that the deduction is as mentioned

before,
1hen "ground"and "in flight" coverages are

itterL on

light-

planes it is possible to substitute a participation clause for the

deductible clause under "crash" coverage at a reduction in the cornLth the participation clause the

bined coverage rates,
a certain percentage

small they may be.
aiiiall

ci'

omer

pays

all crash loases reard1ess of how great or

It is better than the deductible clause where

damage is incurred, but not in an Instance

tensive amount of damage is suained.

in

which an

ex-
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In the case of private business
age of

articipation depends

and generally the
named

ilots.

Named

anied

on

airplane must

and

pleasure flying, the percent-

pilot' s previous flying experience

the

operated only by specifically

be

Representative percentages are as follows:

private pilot with over

200 hours

207

private pilot with 100-200 hours

Named

private pilot with

Named

stucent pilot

ider

22. 5

100 hours

25

27.5

including instruction

Commercial,

33.3

Flying clubs
The

rate for

full

33.3%

coverage with such a participation clause

will

be

approximately seven percent less than for a non-participation policy.

The

private i1ot will find

insurance coverage.

If he

must

it

fly

full hull
afford full coverage,

advisable to carry
and cannot

the next best thing is hull covorage alone which would cost

If this is still

approximately l8O for a $..'000 airplane
.

his
0.

means he may

obtain coverage other than

him

beyond

'ash for approximately

If he cannot afford this, then he cannot afford to fly.

The second,

insurance is

and perhaps

liability

the most important,

tye

of aviation

insurance which protects the plane

oìer

against claims for injuries to passengers, to third persons outside
the plane, or for planeaused damages to property.

for injuries or

damages

justifiable; many
involve

large

are

in case of

not.

aniomits of

an

airplane crash are quite

In either case,

money and

and must pay these theice1ves

the

clat'ns

the

claims generally

o'nners are considered liable

il' they have

no

liability insurance.
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In the case of

.njury to a third person or damage to property caused

by his airplane, the owner is imposed with absolute liability or
presumed negligence in approxfrnate1r a third of the 43 states (9).
This means in most cases that he is liable Sor actual damages

incurred by a forced landing and for all damages that are caused

by the ascent, descent, or flight of his airplane, or dropoing of
any object therefrom.

He Is considered liable under the above -

mentioned circurstances whether he is negligent or not, unless the
oerson injured was contributorily negligent.

In the remaining two-

thirds of the state8, the pilot or owner generally is held liable
under tort

laTi

for danages even thou

he was not negligent in causing

It is evident that an owner would be definitely liable

them.

ii'

the

accident oc cured at a tine when he was in violation
Regulations, and most probably would be liable at all other times.
It is to be noted that the liability rests on the airplane
Insm-'ance may be written for a specific airplane or for a

owner,

secif1c pilot.

Generally it is written for a specific airplane, as

all damage suits may be brought against the owner.

plane

oner

Thus, if an air-

lends his airplane to a friend who has an accident while

flying, the owner may find himself sued for damages.

This does not

necessarily provide immmumity for the pilot as he also may be sued.
This depends nainly upon the circumstances of the accident.

The heaviest liability to which an owner is exposed, and there-

fore the most expensive to insure against, is his liability to passengers.

There are only two states, California and South Carolina,

that have statutes sptcificaUy providing that passengers who ride
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gratuitouzly in an airplane as guests shafl have no cause Lor action
for daiaos against the pilot unless such pilot has been guilty of
oss negligence.

on

tort

aU

In

law and the

other states, passenger liab±iity is based

iiot

generally would be liable in all cases other
Most

than those involving accidents due to passenger negligence.

casos involving liability to paying passengers have boon settled out
of court for amoun

of

approximately l0000, as court

judgeinents

usually result in higher payments.
An airplane owner should carry an amount of liability insuríealthy sports-

ance somewhat nroportional to his financial standing.

man pilots are sued for iany times the amount that the average lightplane

pilot is sued.

Unfortunately an injured person will base the

amount of his suit on how much the defendant is

able to pay and not

on the amount of injury or damage incurred.
The three

types of

liability

coverage;

thlic liability, prop-

erty damage, and passenger liability may be purchased separatoly or
all three purchased together in

the form

of single limit liability.

ioperty danage liability insurance protects the
costs of damages his airplane may cause to another

s

o%rner

against
The

property.

minimum limit of $5,000 may be purchased for $12.50 annually if the
airDlane is to be used for private business

limit

may be obtained for

for but

slihtly more

l4.l3

and a

an owner can

arid

pleasure.

2O,000 limit for

cary

a

limit

he

A

lO,0O0

l6.25.

is sure iU

Thus,

be

suff±ciently high.
There are two main factors that deternine the
carry.

limit

he should

As explained previously, the more wealthy the owner, the
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higher the limit he should carry.

The second

factor is that

w.iicb

involves the place of his intended flying.

If the omer plans to

use an airport rthin

city, he may be certain

the limits of a

iare

that any damage to property will be quite high.

If the

oier

is a

farmer, it is entirely unlikely that ho could cause more than a few

dollars damage even in the event of a total

crash, Thus, the city

owner should carry a high limit and the farmer a low limit.

Public

libi?ity

insurance, which protects the airplane owner

injures or kills a person outside of the plane, is the
most reasonable of the labìlity insurances. It will cost a private
if his plane

pilot

$10

per year

for the mtnimurn coverage of

Such a limit provides up to
up to

for

5,OOO/$lO,OOO limit.

5,OOO for any one person injured, or

lO,OOO for any one accident.

A 10/20 limit may be purchased

12. 50 annually and a 20/40 limit for

14.8O.

Such insurance

will cover any of the many types of accidents that nay involve a
third person.

The pilot

ay injure or Idi? someone while taxiing,

taking off, flying, making a normal or forced landing, or even while

warming up.

It is quite possible for someone to walk into his prop-

oiler while he is warming up his engine prior to flight.

liability insurance would cover him.

Public

The same factors a7ply in this

case as those which influence the amount of property damage liabil-

ity ho should carry.

If the individual is wealthy or flies fre-

quently near populated areas

he should carry a fairly large amount

of public liability insurance as well as property damage insurance.
If an air')lane

oner

has more than one seat in his airilane and

occasionally carries pas seners, he should by all means, have

passenger

liability insurance. It i coion for

an owner

to believe

that since hi passengers are always clo5e fr*ends of his,

if

not fear beinn, sued

them

nature is

Unfortnnately,

human

very

there is

much when

of

one

is ijured while in his plane.

such that

friendship seldom

means

opportunity to collect legally $5,000 or

an

individil.

l0,0O0 from some

ho need

Plane owners find forner friends

sueing in the majority of cases involving passenger injury.
In 1939 there were 1,133 private airplanes Involved in aoci-'

dents In which a tota? of

injured and
cent of

62 who

all

suffered

13

ount

an

relatives of
The

Over

thirteen per-.

adequate proof of the necessity for passenger

liabj1ty insurance.
this is

injuries (9),

one

Pt

limit of at least l0,O00 is

easily coflectad

iio has been

cost of passenger

recommended,

injured passenger or

by a

killed.

liahiltty

insurance depends on the lim±t

per r'assengor seat and the nimiher of passenger seats.

insuraee is purchased

it

orner :.34 for one passener seat and
edt5.

For a $5,000

for one seat and

two

Unit

Vhen such

for every pas3en;er seat

niust be obtained

it would

in the airplane. For a $10000 limit per seat

enger

severely

36

the accidents in that year involved injuries to

passengers. This

as

killed,

pa3sengers were

go

cost the

47.0 if there are

per seat the cost is

seats respeciIvely.

Those

two

pass-

25 end

35

rates are for planes

being used for private business, pleasure, and indwti'ial
Rates for coiiercial
The

activities.

planes are approim.ately three tiies as high.

reason for this is that there

passenders, while there

ry be

a

is aLvs

a

liability to

liability to

paying

guest passengers.
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In the case of

ttSj.O limit liability insurance" the unit

represents the maxiim.n amount the insurance company will

ay in any

It is responsible for claims against public, property

one accident.

If an

damage and passenger liability to the extent of the limit.

over

25,OOO, which costs him

has a single limit policy of

71.9O

annually, the underwriter will defend him against any ones or all

thrae types of liability up to

te

total

liuit type of liability ins'ur3rce aay b

liability for coiisiderably less.
vrithout passenger liability, the

This mi1it be a

um of

25,COO.

obtained

In the ease of

The single

rithout passenger

25,OOO singlo limit

over would pay but

29.4O annually.

a one-place airplane

deìrab1e policy to obtain en

where no passenger liability exi5ts.
is important that the airplane

ovmr realize that the costs

of insurance are not fixed, hut are quite likely to h

each airplane and each ovinr.

different for

Insw'anee companies generally state

that all forms of aviation insurance nay be

rtten only after

sub..

mission of full particulars.
The above information on insurance is but

An individual

v:ho

pLn

genral in nature.

to purchase aviation insurance should consult

an insurance agent for full particulars .

In the caso of occupational

flying, each risk is individually rated.

In the case of crop dusting

and other esoecially hazardous types of fl4ng, coverae must be

obtained from Lloyds of London.
In concluding this discussion of airplane insurance, it ±s

advisable again to emphasize that insurdrnce is imperatIve for the
privato plane ozner.

flea*dless of the fact that it constitutes
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approxiate1y one-third of the annual cost of operation, it should
be obtained.

If the

oier

cannot afford insurance, he cannot afford

to fly.

VPSiJ3LE COST ITE

V.

1.

Fuel and Oil.
Fuel and oil costs are the easiesi costs to determine.

Irhaps

this is why so many airplane owrers figtre their operating cost

Both of these coste are c?oo1y de-

be that of fuel and oil only.

perdent upon the

cr41ng

to

horsepower of the airplane.

the engine, ths more fuel a'd oil will be used.

The

larer

nportr.t

It ts

that cruising horsepower, not rated horsepower, be the basis for
fue].

and oil cost deteriination.

uec3 in norTnal straight

md level

CW,irp hor9eower
flight, and i

is that power

approximately sixty

percent of rated horsenower.
For the average personal type airlane the fuel consinpt1on

will he 0.52

ourids

(O.O66 gal.) per horsepower per hour, and the

ofl consumption Wili be 0.0055 pounds (0.00294 quarts)

power per hour.

,er

horse-

Therefore in one hour, an afrplane cruising at 50

horsepower Will uso 26 pounds of fuel and 0.275 nouede of oil.
two

hos

it

rtil use twice this

mott,

In

in three hours three times

this amo-int, et cetera.
The cost of fuel and oil depends riatly upon geographical

location.

The recent nation

six cents per gallon for
oil.

C

'

s

average has been approximately twenty-

asoiino and thirty-two cents

er quart for

the bas±s of t.hec costs the 50 horsepower engine above would
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have a fuel cost of sïxty-tvro cents and an oil cost of four
tenths cents per hour.

severi-

arid

The annual fuel and oil expense would be the

sum of these costs multiplied by the number of hours flown per year.

2.

MU.ntenanca.
The maintenance cost for a

difficult to predict

a.

rivzìth airplane is extreLely

it depends upon so many factors

At the

present time labor and parts supply conditions are such as to render
accurate cost predictions virtuliy iipossible.
made to includo, in the following discussion
riiiation, the effect of

Lor
to place.

ïltutin

io zttept d.11 be

nì cost factor deter.

L.bor aii parts costs.

coste and thus the coìt of maintenaiice, varies
.rn

soue parts

oit'

zze

coiity

fri

place

is at a premium; in

la'r.or

other parts there is little difficulty involved in locating a licens-

ed mechanic

ho

;il

inspect or repafr an airplane for reasonable

vages.

aes, there is also

In addition to the variation in

variation in thc cost of
piane' s location.

re'-laceirìent

a

parts, dejwiding upon the air-

3ince these variations are aLìiost iiipossble to

evaluate, this discussion must be confined to what might be considered
as the

nati' s

avc'age for the above factors.

Some ouners will fly an airplane
of disrepair.

Fortunately, tb

oner

laave

is in a deplora1le state

majority keep their planos in good

condition regardlese of tho cost.
that a privato plane

uicr.

The Ci'Ll Air Regulations require

his airplan inspected once a

and that he keep it aIrworthy at all times.

To satisfy these

rear,
nira
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roquircrients

oincr.

The

cost

vro-uîd

iìjority of

little,

hut would

poor

'oc

owners should consider

extra oxperìse necessary to have the twenty nd

insrance for

their 3afety orth the

fifty

hour englne

air-

incpections, the one hundred hour periodic inspection of th
plane, the five hundred hour engine

the

overhaul, and the iìajor airframe

overhai1 after five years of operation.

fact 1l1

This

be

a5sìed in

the foUoing discussion. Although present regulations perxdt the

private plane
work

to aId in these inspections and checks, such

owner

will require

a considerable amotaft of the

might othervdse be

gainfly employed,

and

oiner's titne that

therefore there is

no

actual reduction of maintenance cost realized,
cost of maintenance, repairs and replaeement parts is

The

dependent on the cruising horsepower of the plane and on
The

larger, heavier,

will take for

an

and more powerful the

increased,

As

large extent,

the

ight

and

ight.

it

airplane, the longer

inspection. Also, replacement parts are

pensive for larger airplanes and

its
more

ex-

the time involved in repairs is

size of an airplane determine, to a

the cruising horsepover, it

1ll be convenient to

state these coats in terms of cruising horsepower alone.

AU

insections, with the exception of the five-year major

airframe overhaul, are made at the conclusion of a specified number

of flying hours.
upon the

Thus

their cost, In

utilization of the airplane.

repairs and replacement parts costs.

repair

and replacement

arty given

This

time, is dependent

is also generally true of

For tLs reason the

parts costs are based

on hours

maintenance,

of flying tlme,

in addition to the previously mentioned cruising horseoower, so that
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their total cost vil1 be in the

horsepower hour.

The

forri

of

five.ear major airframe overhau1 should he

based on horsepower and calendar tine.
per horsepoweryear.

o iiany cente per cruising

Thus it would be so much

In actual cost deterrr1nat1on practice the

five-year overhaul expense factor is included as part of the maintenance cost factor.

The error which is introduced is negligible.

One expert on operating costs, Lr. Neil

3erboth (4), has

compiled cost averages for maintenance, repairs, and replacoaent
parts for airplanes ranging from 6

to 250 horsepower.

These he has

translated into terns of doUars per cruising horsepovrer hour.

In

doing so he has considered the effect of weicht relationship of the
airplane to the horsepower of the engine, eince the cost factor
includes airframe maintenance costs.

included the

He has

of a major airframe overhaul in the inaintenance cost factor for the

first year of operation, but has included it in a sliding scale for
the second, third, fourth and fifth years of operation.

resulted

in

This has

an increase in maintenance costs each year as the air-

plane grows older.

He has stated that although the owner might not

keep his airilano for a full five years, and thus not incur the

actual expene of a major afrfraiìe overhaul, the airplane s resale
value decreases with each year it gets closer to the overhaul.

Although this cost effect might be considered either as an increasing
maintenance cost or as a higher deueciation cost factor, he be
lieve s it more technically correct to consider it as a maintenance
cost factor.
llr.

Berboth's maintenance cost factors

iìare

comiled prior to
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1945 and therefore are considered to be

soraewthat low.

Cost factors

for naintenance, repairs and replacements parts that are considered
to be representative of average present day conditions are listed
These are

below.

fifty percent higher

h.

than those recommended by

t3erboth.
Year of

Cost in Cents per

Crat ion

'u!si

Horsenower Hour

2.01
2.62

1
2

.-J.

3.85
4.47

4
5

On the basis of the above Ligures, an airplane that cruises on

50 horsepower would cost approximately

repairs

and

narts during its

first

fifth year of operation the cost
VI

1.

1 per hour for maintenance,

year of oueration. During

would be

its

2.24 per hour.

NON.'.FL!ING EXPENSES

GroundTransportation Expenses.
There will be no attempt to evaluate non-flying expenses in

terms of money, as they are extremely variable.

It is to be pointed

out that these expenses that are so often neglected, constitute a

very definite, and often excessively large, part of operating expense.
The results of the survey of ex-omers (2 ) indtated that

many people have given up flying because of the

excesie

time necessary to travel to and frofl airports.

As flying increases,

airparks nill be built closer to

amount of

toms and cities, but seldon

U

be within wa1]cin

There is little hope of an immediate

distance.

solution of this problem.
Non-flying expenses consist of

tiio

parts; the first of

hich is

the actual cost of driving a car or hiring transportation to and from

the

airrt.

It is reasonable to believe that the average airport

is approximnately five miles from the city it serves.

Assuming

average operational costs for cars, this results in a transportation

expense of

.5O for each round trip.

If it is also assumed that a

private pilot fliis 200 hours per year and flies an average o± two
hours oar flight, it is evident that 100 round tr±ps will be re-

quired.

5O annual transportation

This results in a

an airolano

oier

exense.

If

uses his plane for cross country trips or busi-

nes; trips, his ground transportation expense

wiU

probably Increase

as he will be required to hire a taxi for transportation into the

Even if his stops are merely for fuel

towns at most of his stops.

and oil and possibly something to eat, he will often have to take
a taxi into town as many

2.

afrorts have no dining facilities.

Delay Expense.

Tjvate

,Iane

oers

do not figure their flying

spent waiting to fly, In terms of

iony.

timie

and time

Such is not the case with

someone who is using his airplane for business trans;ortation.

His

flying time and waitIng time due to delays Light be considered

strictly as nGn-profit tine.

Delays may result because of mechan-

leal failur, of the airplane, refueling and Inspection delays, or

bad weather delays.
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Delays resulting from mechanical failures are unpredictable

but

iU

represent a fairly constant amount of time for each hour of

flying, regardless of the airplane.

Refueling and inspetion delays are predictable .

time when based upon flying

they consist of a fairly large amount o
hour s.

Approximately one hour must be spent in refueling for every

n individual

six hours of flying.

business transportation

wiU

tho

uses his airplane for

be able to have the 20 and 50 hour

engine checks performed during a timo
idle.

Furthermore,

rhen his airplane is

normally

This may not be possible in the case of the 100 hour periodic

and annual inspection, or the five-year overhaul which may take two
days, four days, and a month respectively, to perform.

Lost time

of

due to these delays should 1e considered

operation.
Delays due to bad weather are unpredictable and
perhaps the greatest delay factor.

resent

The average personal airplane

is not suitable for flying except under contact conditions.

very few private pilots have an instrument ratine,

Also,

Therefore, the

average personal plane and owner represent a strictly fair-eather
coiitbinatlon.

Ihen

sai

airplane is used for business transportation

purposes, all delays resulting from bad weather ray result in a

monetary loss to the owner.

The value of his time during the

eriod

of delay and the expense of additional meals and lodging are all
expenses resulting from such delays.
Two privato pilots once nìtde a flight from New York to New

Orleans in a personal type airplane.

They kept complete records
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thu'ing the required

1x days of the trip.

T:ey discoverd that th3y
Their

could h2ve niade the trip both faster and cheaper by automobile

main delay

due to weather.

c1eIiys.

of thefr major expenses were non-

tr$portation

f1îing expenses, such a

ate1y

Sorne

to and from airports (approx-

re1ting

35) and hotel and food expenses

from the weather

Perhaps th13 il1utration is not typical, but i3 vluab1e

in pointing out the fact that ground expenses re)resent a very real

and often quite large part of total operating expense for the plane
ovnor.

Regardless of the fact that delay expense may represent a
large portion of the annual cost of operition, no attempt will be

ide

to include it in cost cetermintion formulas or charts because

ed1et with any reasonable accuracy.

it is impossible to

VII.

1.

Tte3uction of Costs to a

As indicated by the

extreused

ite3

ATION OF COST ITE

Con

Lais.

:rev1ous discussion, fixed cost itoims are

enet'l1y in termi of dollars per year, and variable cost

arc exoressed in terras of

Before adding these tv

in

SII

doUars

per hour of flying time.

groups of cost itens tLey must be expressed

terms of a common denominator.

The general roceduro is to

expreus the variable cost ite:l3 in terras of dollars per year.

To do

this tie total cost per hour ior fuel, oil, maintenance and overhaul
is multiplied by the number of how's flown per

total variable cost per year is

addd

ear.

Then to this

the annual fixed costs total.

This sum is the total oerating cost per year.

Operating cost per

52

hour may now be obtained by dividing the arnua1 cost by the number of

hours

f1on

per year.

Operating cost per pLane mile

niay

be obtained

by dividing the cost per hour by the cruising speed of the airplane.
In Table 3 may be found formulas that can be used to deteriine the

operating costs on any basis the ovner deuires

The required data

for the use of these formulas consists of annual operating cost,
hours flown per year, average cruising speed of the airplane,

arid

the number of seats in the plane.

2.

The Effect of Utilization.

A personal type airplane provides a

ry economical neans of

transportation, but only if the owner utilizes it sufficiently.
This is a fact not often realized by an owner or prospective owner

of an airplane.

may

LIrICI

It is a well-Imown fact to aircraft salesmen who

it more urofitable to say that an air lane is an econom

ical means of transportation wIthout qualifying their statement as
to the utilization factor.

As one of the most important factors in

determining the cost of operation of airplanes, thIs utilization

factor demands considerable explanation.
It has been determined that total annual cost of operation is

the sum of the yearly fixed costs and the yearly variable costs.

The

fixed costs are constant for the year uhilo the variable costs are

dependent directly

un

the number of hours flown per year.

If, for

example, the airplane is not flown at all during the year, the total

operating cost vould consist of ohly the fixed costs.
fore, would

This, there-

re'esent the ninimum annual cost of operation.

If the

airplane

re flown but one hour a year, the yearly cost would

or the fixed costL plus one hour of vriah1e costs.

were flo

two hours a year the

If the airplane

ear1y cost would eonist of the

fixed costs plus t*o hours of variable

cots

It.

can be seen that

early operating cost incredset with the niber of hours

total

coaist

ion

and that it has a rninirnti value represented by the fixed costs,

Fxpresed

athernaticaUy, the total yearly cost of operation,

equals a + bx, in which 'a' represents the

yoaly

represents the vnrable costs per heur, and
hours

floi
Then

ti'ie

is the inimber of

total yearly cost of operation is reduced to hourly

nunber of hours flown

of operation becomes

er year,

di1din

the yearly cost by the

Thus the equation for hourly cost

/x + b, in whieh a, b, and x, are defined as

In this case, total hourly cost of operation is infinite

eviously.

if the airplane is not flown during the year.
creases, the hourly cost decreaes and

As ut.ilization in-

'adually approaches the

value of the hourly vsriable cost as utilization

an infinite valus,
.iric3d

y

dvidin

utilization.

hourly operating cost by the cruising speed of
tiì

dra

for a

.

3,27

With

art

Tìds

airplane of approxinately 77 cruising

horsepower and 120 iLles per hour cruising speed.
4 (11).

a varying

This variation of operational costs with utilization

may be understood rore readily by ïefereixce to Figure 2.
-rias

apoaches

Since operating cost on a per ndle basis is de-

the airplane, this cost will very in a like uianner

figre

'ib"

per year.

cost of operation, it is done so by

mini.ntvu

fixed costs,

(irpine

utilization of 50 hours per year, the total

B,

Tabla
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3O.00 per hour, or -.25 per plane-

operating cost is approximately

ith 115 hour utilization per year these figures are reduced

ruile.

to half of their 50 hour values, and v1th a 500 hour utilization

they are reduced to approximately twenty percent of their 50 hour
It is evident that with an increase in utilization there

values.

is a marked decrease in cost per hour and per p1ane-iaile.

It is

to be noted in Figuie 2 that the fuel and oil and the maintenance

costs per hour and per

planeile

are constant for all values of

annual utilization, whereas the fixed cost items vary with the
utilization.
It is assumed that an automobile costs five cents per mile

to

.

In comparison, the airplane of this example must be

flovn approxinately 450 hours per year before

its

cost ver mile

utilization, the

total

equals that of the automobile.

For this

yearly operating cost would be

2, 700 which is far beyond the

means of the average private airplane owner1 unless he uses lt for

business transportation or

if it is

used by a flying club in hich

the members share the high expenses.

3.

Relative

As

aznìtudo of Each Cost Item.

previously explained, the fixed cost

items1 when computed

on an hourly or plane.rile basis, decrease with an increase in air-

plane

utilization.

This may be seen by reference

to Figuro 2.

It

is also evident that the hourly cost of any fixed cost item (hangar

rent,
(fuel,

depreciation or insurance) is greater than any variable cost
oil or maintenance) until an annual utilization of over

56

The relative importmnce of each cost item

100 hours is obtained.

coimuted

when

on an hourly or

planoi1e

basis is dependent upon

This may be seen by reference to the

the annual utilization.
folloviing table.

Relative
Importance

50-100 Hour
Utilization

200 Hour

300 Hour

500 Hour

Utilization

Utilization

Utilization

1

Depreci&.tion Depreciation

Dereci:tion

2

Insurance
Hangar rent
Fuel and oil
Haintenance

Fuel and oil
Maintenance

Fuel and Oil
Maintenance
Depreciation

Insurance

Insurance

Hangar rent

Hangar rent

3
4
5

Insurance
Fuel and oil
Laintenance
Hangar rent

To illustrate further, the relative importance of the various

cost items (Fig,ire 3) was constructed for the same airplane (Air-

plane

B,

Table 4

)

and on the basis of a 200 hour annual utilization.

This figure shows the total annual cost reduction percentage for

various

Dercentage reductions of each of the cost factors.

this

no1

vie

From

that the selling price of the airplane is most important

in determining the cost of operation, with

the

cruising horsepower,

insurance, fuel and oil, maintenance and hangar rent, in order, of

decreasing importance.

A reduction of fifty percent in the selling

price of the airplane would result in a twenty-six percent reduction
in annual operating costs.

To effect a Live percent reduction of

total annual cost there would he required either a ten percent re-

duction in selling price, a fifteen percent reduction

in auising

horsepower, a turenty-two percent reduction in insurance cost, a

tnty-eight percent reduction

in fuel and oil costs, a thirty-t

percent reduction in maintenance costs, or a forty-two percent
reduction in hangar rental.

From these figures it is evident that
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1l not be obtained until

appreciable reductions in operating costs

manufacturers can ìroduce much cheaper and more efficient airplanes
capable of fairly high performance on low power and fuel consump

tion (12).

4.

Cost of Operation Comparisons for Exemplary Airplanes,
In his

article

on cost of operation for

aircraft (4),

Mr.

3orboth has selected far cost comparison, five three.place aircraft,

all of which have the same payload, the same range, and the same

cru!sing speed..

Each of the five aircraft differs from the other in

design only, principally in regard to wing
landing gear

tpe, and engine location.

cì.esigi

and location,

These airplanes were

developed for study by Ralph H. Upson, and are ciscussed fully in
his article,

tDesigning Tomorrowts Personal Plane" (11).

Data on

the characteristics and performance of these airplanes may be found
in Table

4.

The selling price incicated for each plane was calcu..

lated by Mr. I3erboth, of Fairchild Aircraft Company.

In computing

these selling prices the same constants for engine costs, purchased

material and parts costs

labor and tooling costs, overhead costs,

profit margin, and dealer discount were used.

ntLght

tend to be a

little low

Although these trices

at the present time, their relative

values are considered to he quite accurate.
The costs of operation for these five ulanos are tabulated in

Table

5.

essary.
were

%26

In determining the costs, certain assumptions were nec
In the variable cost group it was assumed that fuel costs

per gallon and that oil costs were 8.35 per quart, while

fuel and oil consumtion were assumed to be 0.52 and 0,0055 uounds
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per horsepower-hour respectively.

ed

to be the

it was

and thus a total of

assunied

that hangar rent is

aniot

assi.ned

As

indicated in the section

that the airplane

equal to

i'evious year.

was asswîi-

liabllty thsurnce

5OOO limit for each of the

would be pm'chased with a
in31'ance coverages.

$ßO per seat-îear,

a1rîlanes. It

24O for the three-place

ed also that both hull and all three types of

it is

In the

as díscused in the section on iiaintenance.

same

fixed-cost croup

The maintenance cost was coriider-

on

liabiity

deeciation,

depreciates in valua each year an

twenty percent of the deç'eciated value of the
It i

believed that these assned values approximate

closely the national averages.
Of'

airplanes, C, the low-wing tractor with fixed

the fi

conntional landing gear vould be
initial price is concerned,

the most economical as far as

This airlane would also be the most

economical to operate if utilization uoes not exceed 100 hours per
year.

'Then

utilization exceeds 100 hours per year, airplane

he

B,

same type airplane as C, but with retractable landing gear, would

prove the most economical to operato.

The initial

utilizat±on operating cost of airplane

B

is

once and low

greater than C because

of the added cost of the retractable landing gear.

Nevertheloss, it

is this retractable landing gear feature that perîiits airplane

have comparable performance
a saving in fuel,

13

to

on considerable less power and therefore

oil, and maintenance cost.

This saving is suffic-

ient to render airplane 3 the most economical of ali five

lanes

when utilized more than 100 how's per year.
Airplane

,

the low wing, retractable tricycle landing gear

vith the exception of airplane E, the highest priced air

type, is,

plane of the roup1

i

gear feature
econoEly

ouch as to rtake

of operation

wrth

when

it

this, the retractable landiìg
second only to airplane

utilized in ecoss of

safety feature of

The added
be

Regardless of

a

year.

300 hours per

tricycle landing gear

would probably

difference in cost at operation between

the &iall

In

B

it

and

airplane B.

The

present-day light piane is generally similar to type

D,

the braced, high-wing tractor with a fixed conventional landing gear.
This airplane has not only a higher
and C, but

typesj

is

A, B,

more expensive

initia].

price than airplane

to operate tnan any of the

the uiconventional,

braced,

highing pusher Is

entirely out of the question both as to initiai price

it v;ill

and

operational

not be considered further,

n owner vdo
would find

three

or C.

Airplane

ezpense, so

first

B

3h28

airplane

A

were purchased only

or

to use his airplane for business purposes
B

to be the most suitable , If the airplane

for pleasure flying, ith an expected

zation, then airplane

C

are based entirely

relative coste

ori

would be the answer.

utili-

103V

These two statements

and do not consider other

important factors, such as are discussed In t he sectIon on

individ-

ual requirements.
A

point of interest is that or an a nnual utilization of 100

hours, the yearly cost of operatIon is approximately

of an airplane 's original selling price.
data in Table 5.

This

fifty

is indicated

rcent
by the
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In Table 6 are tabulated the cost fi1ure

airplanes of different seating capacities.

for exemplary

The cost of operation

for each of these airplanes has been determined on the same basis

and with the same assumptions as were those for the

preously dis-

The effect of util±zation is not

cussed five airplanes.

shon in

Table 6, but merely the costs based on an annual utilization of

200 hours.

Of special interest are the costs per planeiile and

costs per seat-iile.

With an increase in seating capacity there is

a resulting large increase in initial price and in the operating

cost on a yearly, hourly, or plane-dle basis.

The three-place and

two-place airplanes have

actically

idental sratdle

costs, and the fota'-place

iran' s

is but sliL;htly higher.

operating
It

may be concluod from this that operating costs based on other than
the

seatile

basis will give false indications of transportation

costs for an airplane, providing all its seats are utilized.

5.

The Coinperisan of the Personal Plane Vith Other Means of

fransDortation.
The costs of oieration of personal airplanes have been die-

cussed in the previous sections.

oership

conclude that the cost of

prohibitively high.

From these discussions one might
of a personal type of airplane is

Li many cases this is entirely true.

In other

cases such a conclusion is reached without eomnaring the cost of

this means of transportation with other means, such as airlines,
automobiles, and trains.

Vhen such comparisons are made they are

generally quite illogical.
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One such

coiiison, recently published

in a magazine, wa

made bctwen an airplane that had a 450 home
(50,500 ruiles per year), and
li, 250 miles annually.

n automobile that

year utilization

driven but

The objectIve of the comparison wa

that the airplane cost less per

nille

to operate than the

to show

c;

a

simple thing to do when such favorable conditions Lor comparison are

chosen.

Anyone familiar with the cost of operation of

'would roalize

1rcraft

intant1y that an airplane operated at the high

utilization of 450 hours per year would have a low cost on a per

mile or per seat-tLle

biß.

They vtould also realize that 45

hours

per year is an extremely high utilization for the average personal

plane pilot.

Thus it is evident that a reasonable conipirison mar be

made only after considerable thought has been given to the selection
of a

sond basis.
Before discussthg the comparison between various means of

transportation, it appears advisable to consider each separately.
The automobile is the most coìnon meaiis of transportation because it

provides a]ost ultL'ate utility,
pleasure

People use an autonobile for

driLng and transportation for distances ranging from

city blocks to several thousand miles.

a

ew

It is estimated (13) that

twelve percent of the annual auto mileage - 29 billion car miles - is

in trips over 200 miles in length, of which tîonty-five percent is
business travel.

Approxi'nstely seven percent, or sixteen and one

half car miles annually is used for trips of thirty to forty miles,
of which seventy-five percent is

business trIps.

Siday driving, and

the balance

Therefore about nineteen percent of the total annual
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car rnile$

C.fl

be jaid to

reiresent otentia1 mileage

physictI1y be perforied by the personal plane.

ay

that

1eas

This

eighty-

one ;l'c9nt of the tota]. annual passenger car miles that fall into
a group consisting of trip8 of less than 50 miles.

stage of

develont

At the present

of airplanes, it is impossible to con$ider

them useful, much lcss profitable, for such short trips even ii
there were adeouath airport faciitie
fact, as shown by the growing rapid

pop'laton center3,

the

at the place of use.

trant

iutotohile,

In

systens in our rajor

th 'ûl of its fld.bility and

utility, is coriparatively uneccnon1cal for busthess transportation
in large cities and

town.

the trarisrortation provided
and therefore no

Thus wo
b',r

car

-

ee that eighty-one

cannot be

loical coiparison of costs of

tercent of

rovided by sfrDlanes

oeraton

could be

made on the basis of this type of short trifl transportation.

also highly unlikely that nuch of the
30 to 40

40 mile Siinday
spert in

ìeventy-five percent of the

i1e trip driving that represents the

Smday flights

would be replaced by

flht

loo hours.

drives

Smday

in

driving,

in personal planos.

take from one to two hours.

lt would result

It is

The 30 to

If this t

werE

an annual utilization of but 50 to

The hourly cost of flying under conditions of such low

utlìzation is prohibitively high.
covers considerably

The fact that the airplane

reater distances than a car in a given

tt'ne is

believed unimportant in this case as the length of Sunday drives is

deterdned more by the time Involved than by the distance covered.
This leaves approximately fourteen percent

ttion that actually may

of autoobIle transpor-

be compared logically with personal olane

In many of these cases there is no doubt that the

transoortation.

airplane is far superior to an
There are many

p1ces

utomobi1e.

vthere a 200 or 300 ni1e trip

by auto

mobile might require an entire day, or where no other transportation
except the personal plane,

is available,

where hunting trips are involvad.

This is generally the case

tJnÍortunately, one generally finds

the best hunting and fishing in the more inaccessible spots, where

perhaps only
The

a

float.qtd.pped personal plane might land.

prsonal plane

is also of great value for business concerns

that reuire frequent transportation for their' personnel.

There

would be little arginent as to which is the most economical, the
automobile or the airplane, under circumstances where time spent en
route represents a monetary loss to a company.
We are concerned primarily,

accounts

l'or

hover,

with that group which

approximately five 7ercent of the automobile ales.

To

be more exact, this group is the border line croup that makes long

and fre;uent trips in cars1 at the present time.

A comparison of

the cost of transperttion of automobiles and personal airplanes

ould be very logical for this group as their length of trip is
within the range of both.
Before actusily making such comparisons it is advisable to

discuss the trains and airlines.

Most automobile owners on long trips

other than smuner vacation trips, leave their cars at home and trave?

by airline or train,
as to exceed the

This is because the length of the trip is such

'actical limits of the automobile, insomuch as

physical discomfort and time involved are concerned.

This is also
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quite true for the owner of

a

personal plane .

Cross country

are virtually out of the question in a small plane.
take as long nor
rauch more

or

cost as much as in

tiring

airline.

and

This

It would not

automobile, but it would be

just about as expensive as such

is not the ease for trips

length. Often trains

trip, either

sii

arid

airlines are

places the traveler at hi

trip

a

oi' 500 to

3OO

by

train

ruiles in

inconvenient for such a long

because of a roundabout trip and

reach the destination, or because of a

trips

te necessarr to

tine schedule that

poor

destination in the middle of the ni:ht,

in such cases the personal plane will be advantageous and, if many

such

trips aro necessary, considerably
The above

more economical.

discussion might be sinmnarized as follows:

personal plane cannot be compared logically

short trips nor with the railroads or

The

mith the automobile for

airlines for long tripe, but

for border line cases comparison is quite logical.

line

Such border

cases consist of comparison with automobile travel where frequent

trips of 200 to 500 miles aro made, and with trains and airlines when

frequent trips of

500

to

O0

míles are made.

Accurate comparisons between

different

means of

transportation

trip distances are selected, as
its effect on trip tine is an extremely

are impossible even when logical
mentioned above.

Peather and

variable and important item.

The

matter of time wasted and expense

involved traveling to and from vwious airports

is another variable

that enters into the actual cost of transportation.

as these are too rnmerous to mention.

The

Variables

such

only choice remaining

is

to assume constant values for the most im:ortant one and neglect the

This wii]

others

recuit in an approximat solution that is sati

factory for the purpoße. In the compariöns that roflow
¿ssirned

that ¿ffect of

wc&ther and the ex,ens

r.

tranoortation

method of

il

erboth has

te inv1ved.

is approxaate1y

going to nd from airports ?s negligible, or

tant ror each

and

it is

and thus may b

made a comparison (5)

neglected..

boten rtvate

pianes and tublie transportation in an effort to shovt that the

vite olana is

more

econoiical for

company

con

prie.

trananortation under

certain conditions.
Conoarative Costs
Psseners
to be
carried

4-place
Single ngine
7OOO

No.

Time 2;45

2

3

Fesent Airline

5-place

rengtne

average

First class
train

33O, 000

2:00
Cost

Coj,

4

For purposes of estimating costs,

1.

:00

Cost
l.40
36.0

l9.20
33.40
57.60
76.80

47.65
47.65
47.65
47.65

30.00
30.00
30.00

Time

Tine 3:05

Tine

Cost
i

and Tines for a 400 Mile Trip

55.20

73.0

Thrboth assumed the

nes to have an annual utilization of 1,000 hours, and that a pilot
was hired to fly them.

It la admitted that both the

$30,000 planes are not in the personal plane

suitable to illustrate a

few

points.

The

trips involng the transportation of but
are the most economical means

With an

$7,000 aid the

class, but they are

first

is that for
airlines or trains

of these

one man,

increase in the number of

individuals making each trip, there is no increase in total trip cost

when

flying in privately

owned

aircraft.

This

is not true in the case
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cost

of public transportation where the total trip

This is shown

portlonal to the number of nen making it.

iile trip

n the

Two passengers in the 37,OOO airplane may make

tables quite clearly.

the 400

i directly pro-

niore economically

than by airline or railroad,

while three tiassengers in the $30,000 airplane may make the trip at
a lower cost than by public transportation.

note that time is saved by use

with airline transportation.

an excessiv3

is of interest to

of private planes, even when compared
In

the case of the

amount of time is involved.

they should, the value of the traveler

tatior by private rlane

It

would appear

's

to

train transportation,

If the costs included, as
time, then the trarisporbe even more economical

when comnu'ed with airlines and trains.

Figine 4

has been

cost comparison.

possible for the

preared as

an example of

In this comparison the most

personal plane

transportation

unfavorable conditions

have been assumed so as to demonstrate

its minimum economical efficiency.

The light plane chosen is the

120 mile per hour Airplane P of Table 4, which has a cost of oper-

as shomn in Table

5.

The automobile chosen is a sedan priced at

l6O0, and with the following approximate cost of operation break

down:
Fixed costs per year

Depreciation (5 years)

Garage

rent

Insurance

32O.O0

60.00
60.00
440 00

Variable cost per mile

Fuel and oil
Maintenance

0.02

0.01
0.03
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is assiod to

Four cents per mile

tation by both airline
lengths of

and by

the trips are

be the cost of transpor-

train. It is further assined that the

all within the physical limits

of the

various vehicles (500 miles), and that the averae speeds for the

trins are as follows:
Automobile

30
120
150
45

Personal plane

Airline
Thain

mph
mph
mph
mph

The problem is of a type that might confront a small company

or business concern, several ineiîbers of
performance of

their duties.

whom

The company

is

travel regularly in
aszwned to be desirous

of 1iovdng the relative cost of transportation by privately owned
and public vehicles

for various annual

trip

distances, with an

apuoximate loss of $2.00 per manhour for travel time.
The costs have been com2uted on the basis

of the assumptions

made, and are shown in Figure 4 as cents per man per mile versus

annual miles per
assumed

man.

In computing these costs it was further

that the privately-owned airplane

and automobile were not

used except in performing the rec'uired transnortation.

This

necessarily limits the airplane to an annual utility range of

below 300 hours per year, a

particularly unfavorable range for air-

planes.

It

can be seen from Figm'e 4

that

he cost per

travel by car or airplane Is considerably reucd
arranged that two or three

men may

travel at the

mannile of

ii trips

are so

same time

0f

course, tmder such circumstances, the cost per man-mile by public

When but one man is

transportation is unchanged.

traveling by

transportation co$t drops below that of

privatelyowned airplane hi

per year utilization point, and

an automobile at the 20,000 mi1e

below railroads at the 33,000 nd.les per year utilization point.

A

total annual triï distance of approximately 55,000 miles must be
realized before cost by

by comiercial airlines.
together.

¶i\vo

orivately-ovned

This is not true if two or three men travel

in

travelers can fly

ally than by airline

if

airplanes is lower than that

a personal plane more economic-

they each fly 30,000 rules per year, and

three travelers if they each fly 10,000 miles per year.
Figure 4 shows lost time due to slow transportation as an
Thus the automobile remains in the high

increase in traveling cost.

As mentioned previously,

cost range regardless of the utilization.
the assmaptions were such as to result

for the personal airplane.

iru

an unfavorable shovdng

Regardless of this fact, the privately-

owned oersonal airplane shows up as the

ruost

economical means of

transportation for a large proDortion of the reasonable utilization
range.
This has been an assumed case where any of the four methods

of transportation would serve.

1are population

There are many cases, such as aroimd

centers, where the

plane would ho uneconomca1.

private1ywned personal air-

There are, however, almost as many other

cases víbora no trains or airlines oruerate and the private1y-oned

airplane or automobile is the only answer.

be investigated and tested separately.
and the

ersona1 plane has

shoi

ûy

Therefore each case must

after this has been dono

up well in comparison with other
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transportation,

means of

a safe economica?

hou1d the

individual consider

its

purchase

vntw'e.

VIII,

OPERATING CO3T DEI

1INATION CHARTS

1. Explanation of Operating Cost Charts.

It is

almost impossible to devolop a cost determ±nation formula

or chart that

assed

not based upon severa].

constants, the values

of which are correct only for the avErage airplane owner.
method by which exact oterating costs may

so as to aliminate
vïorthlesa to the

are those of

all

assumed

assumed constants

be predicted or determined

constants, are so complex as to be

average owner.Di].ot.

A. Berboth's

Any

(4) (12).

The moct

publicized Íormulas

In these forïimlas he has

for the following items:

(a) Fuel cost oer galion
(b) Fuel consumption per hp-}u'

(c)

Oil cost per quart

(d)

Oil consumption per hp-hr

(e) Maintenance cost er hp-hr

(f) Hangar rental
(g)

Depreciation per year

(h)

}ul1 insurance rate

(i) ùI.ability insurance
(Passenger

The
initial

number
[J

amount and rate

liability at

a thced

rate per scat)

variables in his formula are engine cruising horsepower,

price of the airplane, annual utilization, cruising speed,
of passenger seats, and year of operation. Values for each

of these are

upp1ied by the individual.

explanation of his forriula is quoted a

l3erboth's vritten

1h'.

follows :

"Add fuel and oil

cost per hp hr (.0243) and raaintenance cost per hp br, which varies
w-ith the age

of the airplane

horsepower of the airplane.
of hours flown per year.

?ultiply this

.

sigi

by the cruisïng

Then multiply the answer by the number

Add to this total the annual hangar rental

cost, which is the number of passenger seats multiplied by
i

)O.00

you do not have a specific cost; depreciation, which is the
'ice of the airplane multiplied by 0.135; and the insurance

selling

To get insurance cost, acd.

cost.

passenger seats multiplied by

45.0O, the sum of the number of

17. 50, and the sum of $.125 multiplied

by the insured value of the airplane."
It is

ohvous that the above explanation would

understanding of the average owneri1ot,
further

comiicted by

escia1ly

he beyond the

if it wore

the inclusion of more varïables.

In view of

this fact it is believed that, for maximum flexibility, a method
o

orating

devised.

cost determination other than by formula should be

Charts 1, 2 and 3 are presented as a possible solution to

the problem of cost determination by a simpie, rapid,and fairly

accurate method.
It was necessary to assume several constants in the construction

of the cost charts.
be 0.52 and 0.0055

The fuel and oil consumpUon were assumed to

pounds per horsepower-hour.

to be quite accurate for

the average personal

Those are believed
plane engine.

Main-

tenance and overhaul costs wore assumed por horsepower-hour for

each year of operation as indicated on page

4.

Liability insurance
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rates

re taken troni rate carde of a nationally iiown aviat±on

insurance company and arc believed to be quite representative of all
insurance rates.

To reduce the complexity of the insu'ance section

asied

of the chart it wa

that the 3nsurance

huit pchased

would be the sane for public, rroperty and pasengor liability.
Errore due to this
as

ssstion

will bo quite small.

Depreciation is,

reviously pxr.Iath, assumed to bo twenty percent per year of

the previous yearts depreciated valuo.

possibly lead to the
It vae

The asstanptíon that might

reatest error is t1at for hull insurance.

assied that hull

insin'ance would he the comprehensive type

(oijnd and in flight) and that its base rate would be
hundred dollars, while its loading rate would he

Äctwìily rates

-rire

12.00 per

3.00 per hundred.

twelve and five-tenths percent higher than tiis

for alrp?anes under 2000 tounds, and twelve and five-tenths porcent
lower than this for atrplane

over 2000 notmds

iii

weight.

This

will result in a total annual operating cost error of approxately
three percents which is not excessive.

In Table

the various constants used in constructing the

7

are tabulated

deeciation

arid

insuranec section of the charts.
The operating cost charts are believed to be self-explanatory.
The total variable costs and the total fixed costs are determined

from Chart i and 2.

These values may then be substituted in the

Total Operating Cost (Chart 3) and the annual, hourly and pernile
costs determined.

The chart is used merely as a means of performing

simple multiplication and division and need not be used.

accuracy would he obtained by niatheìatics.

Greater

If, as in the caac of
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sorne

prosective ovners, the individuCL has little or

rio

knowledge of

the local costs of such items as fuel, oil, hangar rent, cte., it is

suggested that he use the foi1ovrin

values that are believed repre

sentative of the present national average.
O.26 per

Fuel cost,

allon

$0.35 per quart

l cost,

3O.00 per seat year

Hangar rent,

Thsrance,

5OOO.00 limit

Cruising horsepoier is approximately sixty percert of rated horseThis sixty percent value may be used in cases where rated

pocr.

horsepower only is riven.

only as

su;gestion.

irì

The above average figures are

aU

cases of cost

'esented

redction or deter-

mînation, the individual should investigate the local rices for these
items and use with the charts.

An individual wishing to determine the cost

oÍ'

operation of a

secffic a±rplane would first refer to the aircraft specificatIons to
ascertain the selling price, cruising horsepower and speed, nnber of
passenger seats, and the year of operation, if a used atrplano.

would

thori

11e

visit his local airport and find out what he must pay

for fuel, oil, and hangar rent.

He also should determine the insuu-

ance limit ho expects to purchase and estimate his expected annual

utilization.

I

use of the three cost charts and the above mentioned

data, ho would n0%t be able to

dctere

his operating costs on any

of the three previously mentioned bases within a limit of error of

approxinately five percent.
The following example rroblem will illustrate further the use
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of the operating cost detex.ination charts.
It is assumed than

ari

individual wishes to investigate the cost

of operation of a typical two-place personal type airplane.

From a

salesman or sales literature he obtains the following information:

3OOO.00

sale price:

Cruising power:

O hp

Cruising speed:

O mph

Inquiry at his local airport yields the following:
Oil cost:

O.35 per cuart

Fuel cost:

$0.26 per quart

Hangar rental:
It is further

assund that

l5O.0O per year
he wishes to purchase $10,000 insurance

covrages for public and passenger liability and property damage.
He also plans to purchase full hull insurance coverage.

With the above information and an estimation of a 300 hour

annual utilization, the individual is ready to determine his operating costs from the three cost charts as follows:
(a)

Chart 1, the variable operating cost chart, is entered at

the oil cost of

0.35 per quart.

From this point continue on a

horizontal line to the right until the line representing the year of

operation is reached.

(In this example problem the cost of operation

will be based upon the second year of operation, as this a2oxLmates
the average yearly cost of operation for a five year period.

If the

cost is based on the first year of operation a slightly higher total

cost will result).
line just

dram

From the point of intersection of the horizontal

and the second year of operation line, proceed domi
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to the $0.26 per gallon fuel cost lino, then to the right
A vertical line upwards from

0 cruising horsepower line.

the

t.o

this

point will intersect the total variable cost line at the 4.0O per
hour

chart
ence

Thus

point.

the variable cost is deterrined.

To

deterr&ino the fixed operating

im

entered at the top

limit purchased.

left at

costs, Chart

is used.

2

The

the point representing. the insur-

the l0,000 insurance lLnit proceed to

From

the right to the line corresponding to the rnmiber of rassenger seats
(one),

to the $150.00 hangar rent line, and right to the

down

scale. After marling the point

on

the

it was

scale where

A

A

inter

sected by the line, re-enter the chart at the top right at the point

for the second year of operation.
$3,000

initial

cost line, and

corinectjn this point on the

point on the

A

Proni

left to
B

this point

the

scale.

B

go down
A

to the

straight line

scale dth the reviouslynentioned

scale i.11 intersect the

T

scale at $1,000, the valua

representing the total fixed cost of operation for a year.
The

total operating cost is determined

fixed costs by means of Chart
division.

annual

This chart is

utilization rioint.

3

from the variable and

or by simple multiplication and

entered at the top
Proceed

left at

the 300 hour

right to the 4.00

riable cost

per hour line (obtained from Chart 1), dovn to the $1,000 fixed cost

line (from Chart 2), nd right to the total annual cost scale,
a cost of $2,200

ïs

obtained.

Hourly cost can be obtained by

uing on to the right to the 300 hour
the hourly cost scalo where a cost of

utilization
7. 50 is

iloage basis is obtained by proceeding on

up

line

where

contin-

and then up

obtained.

to

Cost on a

to the cruising speed
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lin: of
iere

Lt

O xaph and right to the total cost per p1ane-fle scale,

COSt of $0.09 per plsne-nile is obtained.

If Chart 3 i

Loflowed

:

not used, the

foUowng

kultiply the ho.u1y variable cost by the íoarly utiliz2ton

in hours and add to the yearly fixed cost.

thtl

proce-iure should be

annual cost.

This 'ould then be the

This annual cost divided by the yearly utili-

ation results in the total hourly cost.

This hourly cost divided

by the cruiìng speed of the aircraft results in the total cost per
plane -nile.

As ncntioned previously, this inatheisatical method will

servo as a check and eltn1natc inaccuracies that might result from

careless use of Chart 3.
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Vthat the

TABLE 1.
Public Wants in Its Postwar Airplane
(1

CiviSians

Airplane to be used in addition to car......
To be used primarily for pleasure.........,.
To oe used for business and pleasure.....,..=
To be uscd prrnarily for
Fixea wing, conventona1 type preferred.

. . . .

Roadaoleplaneproferred..........,.,....,..

He1icopterreferred.........,..............

Willing to pay l500 or more for a plane....
Operation and uvkeep expected to be greatei
than 11 per month.......................
flesire a ship capable of 150 mph or more....
(Added cost considered)
.efer four or more seats......,......,...,,
Prefer a single engine when cost is
Willing to pay 2OO extra for fireproof
gas tank (safety featuros)...,,...,,...,.

34

Military
Flyers

-

61
21
9

58
20

31
39

78

26

8

50

73

10
12

24
26

68

60

65

65

5

11

79

cif1cations I)esired In Private Airplanes
Radio; two-way radio, radar,

etc,.....,.,...

29

"All necessary

2

43
23

Comfort features (fan, comfortable seats,
etc . ) . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ease and safety in landing..........,.......

20

22
18

Safety devices . . . . . . a

5

13

13

Economy.

.
.. ...

.

. . . .e .

. . . .

.....ae,....

Allmetalconstruction.,.,..,..,.,.......,.,
Speed....a.a......a......a..................
Automatic pilot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . , . a a a a
Motor specifications..,,,,......,...,,,,,,.,
Ease of oteratjon,.,..,.,.,,,..,,.,..,,,,..,
s imple controls.........,.,......,...,....,.

Air

conditioninga....,...,........,e..,,,...

Good appearance....,.,...,,,,...............

None; do not lrnoW,....,,..,.,.,.,,....,..,..

9
8
6

C

3.

2

2
2
2

-

1
i
12
45

9
18

0Iss than 0.5
(Percentages are based on total interviews and add to more than lOO
because some people cave two or more answers.)

TABLE 2.
A Survey of Fariner Airplane Owner-Pilots and Former Student Pilots
A.

Private Owner Survey

Reasons for purchase of airplane
Lo cal flying. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Cross country ulyi.ng.. . .... . .. . . . ... ..... .. . . . . . . . . .
To biuld up tine for comnorcia). certi.ficates,.........

42 5
34. 3
8.0

fransportation for business,.,.,,,,,.,,,,,,..,.,,.,,,
Plane purchased for permanent use..,.. ,... ... ........
Plane purchased for temporary use........,............

14.7

.

.

.

.

.

Reasons for discontinuance of oners1iip
Expense greater than anticipated...........,,.........

30.3

airports..............,.....

19.7
8.9

Changeinfinaricialstatus..........,.,..,.,..,...,...

Too much time to and from
otasusefu1asexoected.....,..,.,,.,.,...,,,,..,..,
Desiredflyingtimeprocured...........,.........,....
Change infanilystatus............,..,.....,..,..,..,
T oo rauch regulation. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. , . .
Pleasurelessthananticiiated...,.,....,,..,......,.,
1

.

Farrily ob3ectlons.

. . . .

..

. .

..

. .

. . . . . . . . .

.

..

. . . . . . . . . .

Too much time to keep in practice.......,.............

Miscellaneous........,.,.,,..,,.,....,,.,.,..,.,...,..
B.

77.0
23.0

6.8
5.1
5.0
/.2
3,0
2.5
2.4
12.1

Student Pilot Survey
Reasons for obtaininí student certificate
To Dormit flying for the pleasure of flying,.,........
To porrrit flying on a commercial oasis........,,1,,,.
To permit flying for pleasure transportation..........
To learn to fly simply as an accoinplishrnent...........
To perni.t flying for business
To aetermine whother flying is desirablo........,,,...
Solely for privi1ees of a student certficate........

trarisportation......,...

Reasons for not continuing, 8tulent flying
Excense
eater than anticipated..................,...
Change in financial obligation or statim....,....,.,..
Too much time taken up going to and from airport...,..
Unsatisfactory accorìriodations for learning.. .. . . ......
.

Objectionsbyfamilyorothers............,...........
Too much flying time rocuired to keep in practice.....
C hange Lfl family status.,.........,,......,,,..,...,..

Jotasusefulasexìected..........,.,..,,...,,,......
Flying more d1iicult than expected. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . .
Ì\

.

Pleasure less than anticipated..,,,,...,,,..,..,,....,

hazaragreatertnananticipated............,,...,....,
Miscellaneous.......,...,.,.,.,....,..,,.,..,.,.....,.

37.2
28.4
13.3
7.4

7.2
5.5
1.0

29.5
27.1
9.0
8.3
5.0
4.3

3.6
1.8
0.6
0,5
0,2
10.1

g3

TABLE 3.
Formulae for Cost of Operation Reduction to Various Bases

1.

Total annual cost of operation

2.

Total cost

3.

Total cost per planenile

4.

5.

=

er hour

Total annual cost
Hours f iovn per ;rea

-

Total hourly cost
Cruising speed

*

Total cost per plane-rule
Seating capacity

Total cost per seat-îiile

Total cost per pound-nile

Annual fixed costs +
Hourly variable costs x
Hours f lown per year

=

Total cost per lane-nio
-;
Freight capacIty in pounds

g4
TABLE L.

Descriptions

o,f

Exornp1azr Three-Place Airplanes

E

.

Gross Tiht (lb).......,.... 2200
Fi1 and oil (lb).....,...... 213
Payload (lb).................
575
eight empty (lb)......,..... 1412
Useful/gross ()............. 35.3
Rated powor (hp)............129.5
Cruising hp (120 mph)........ 79.0
Cruising/rated ()........... 61.0
Max, speed (rrph).............139.3
Cruising speed (mph).........120.0
Selling price ($)............3470

.

2115
20S

2075
232

2165
282

2450

575

575

5r/5

5/5

1332
37.0
124.5
77.0
62.0
338.4
120.0

1268

1328
39.2
137.5
104.5
76.0
126.0
120.0

1536
37.3
165.5
125.5
76.0
125.8
120.0

3325

3850

3287

3.9
122.0
6.0
'?D.O

130.5
120.0
3146

A - Cantilever, 1owing tractor; retractable tricycle gear.
B - Cantilever, 10w-ing tractor; retractable conventional gear.
C
Cantilever, 1ow-ing tractor; fixed conventional landing gear.
D
Braced, hìgh.ing tractor; fixed, conventional landïng gear.
E - Braced, high.ving pusher; fixed tricycle landing gear.

All airlanes have an aspect ratIo of 6, cruising speed of 120
at 7,000 feet, and a payload of 575 pounds.

iiph

35

TLI3LE

5,

Cost of Operation COEnparison of Exemplary Three-Place Äjrì,lanes
pescrih.ed i Table 4.
(Ffrst year of operation)

Payload (lb)........,......
cruising power (hp)........
cruising speed (mph)...,...
Sel1in price ()...,......

575

575

79.0
120
3,470

77.0
120

575
86.0
120

3,27

3,11+6

1, 580

1, 518

30.36
0.253
46.0

1,493
29.36
0.248

()...

31.60
0.263
45.5

100 hour annual utilization
Annual cost ($)............
Hourly coat (i)............
Cost/p1ano-n1le ()........
Annual cost/S. rice '
. 1

1,753
r7.53
0.146
50.6

200 hour annual utilization
Annual cost ($)............
Houri cost ()............
Cost/1ane..ni1e ()........
Annual cost/S. price ()...

50 hour annual utilizatIon
Annual cost ($)...... ... ...
Hourly cost ($)...........
Cost/p1ane.n11e ($).......
Annua]. rost/S, nrice

3Q0 hour annual utilization
Annual coat (»............
Hourlr cost ()............
Cost/plane-mile ($).......
Annual cost/S.
'ice (i)...
500 hour annual utilization
Annual coat ()............
Hourly cost ()............
Cost/p1ane-ni1e ($)........
Annual cost/S. price ()...

575

575

104.5
120
3,325

125.5
120

1, 590

4'7.4

31.80
0.265
47.7

1,686
16.86
0.141
51.2

1,681

1,819

2,093
10,49
0.087
60.3

3,5O
1,304
36.08
0.300
46.8

16.g].

l9

0.140
53.5

0.152
54.6

2,078
20.78
0.173
52.2

2,023
10.11
0.034
61.5

2,057
10.28
0.086
65.3

2,276
11.38
0.095
63,3

2,626
13.13
0.110
63.2

2,143

2,360

¿3.14

7.S'7

0.068
70.4

0.066
71.8

2,433
8.11
0.068
77.4

2,733
9.11
0.076
82.1

3,174
10.58
0.098
82.4

3,133
6.27
0.052
90.4

3,034
6.07
0.051

3,185
6.37
0.053
101.2

3,647
7.29
0.061
109.3

4,270
3.52
0.071
111.0

92.3

TÂBI.ß 6.

2-Place
Aircraft

Payload (lb)...................
Rated power (hp)..........,....
Crith;ing power (hp)............
Cruising speed (mph)..........
Original selling price ($).....

3-Place
Aircraft°

400

575

35

124.5
77
120

53

120
1900

327

Variable costs per year ($)....
Fixed costs
r year ().......

464

674

45

1349

Total annual cost
Total hourly coat ($)..........
Total cost oer p?ane.!1e (s)..
Total cost er seatiile (3)...

130e
6.54
0.0545
0.0273

Annual operating cost as
percent of se1lin price......

65.5

°Airplane B froi Table 4
First year of operation
Sel1ng prices calculated by

sanie riethod

2023

4-Place
Aircraft
760
165
103
120
5036

900
2000

0.02e

2900
14.50
0.1216
0.0304

61.6

57.5

10.11

0.04

for conparative purposes.

TABLE 7.
Constants Used in Construction

Year of
Operation

Depreciation
/Year/10O

ol'

Cost Charts

Insurance
fLear/10O

Thill

Liintenance
J hp-hr

1

20.00

12.00

2.01

2

6.00

10.20

2.62

3

2.EO

3.76

324

4

10.20

7.61.

3.85

5

3.20

6.15

4.47

L

6.60

4.92

--

T

5.20

3.15

-

Tctal Yearly Prerniis for Public, Property and Passenger
Liability Insurance (equal limits for each)
Insìrance
Lin'.it

C

Thrnbsr of Passenger Seats
1
2
3

______

5,000

$22.50

7.50

357.50

367.50

75.00

10,000

27.80

61.30

75.40

89.00

99.20

15,000

29.58

88.83

84.53

100.23

112.01

20,0CC

31.05

72.55

E9.15

105.75

115.15

25,000

33.75

76.25

3.25

110.25

123.00

40,000

36.50

81.25

99.15

117.05

130.48

50,000

38.70

04.45

102.75

121.05

134.78

100,000

42.78

90.25

109.23

123.23

142.53
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